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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND THE TERMS USED IN THE STUDY
In a democracy, ,where uniqueness, originality, and
initiative are as essential to success and strength as are
uniformity and conformity, the
and spirits is a necessity.
world needs the kind

~f

dev~lopment

of creative minds

As Rogers said, a changing

people who are able to do more than

only perform tasks according to set patterns.

She expressed

a rather wide-spread viewpoint that people must have the
opportunity to make creative adaptations to the rapidly
changing world if they and their society are to survive. l
nWhat a man .£l!.B be, he must be. n2 Man not only
des~res

self-fulfillment, but he must have it to be truly

happy and well-adjusted.

Self-fulfillment, too, demands-

creat1vity •. It would be doubtful that anyone could achieve
the greatest measure of this if he were to do no more than
to perform tasks according to set patterns.
The problem of how to help children develop their .
full potentials for creativity is complex and difficult.

To

find solutions for the smaller questions involved, the
problem must be attacked by separating out component parts. 3
iDorothy ROgers~ "Teaching Children to Think Creatiyely:,}',Peabody Journal g! Education, XXIX (March, 1953), 273.
,', " ·.!'l~\j~,~ •., H., Ms.,slow, 'Motivation S:.!!S! Personality (New York:
Harper and Brothers,' 1954T-;-·~l. .

-

3Ibid.

2

One aspect of creative ability will be found in

,~

creative writing.

ill

thinking were of the opinion that the children concerned

Many writers in the field of creative

must be helped and encouraged to think if creative writing
is to be developed in the classroom.
I.
Statement of
was twofold.

th~

THE PROBLEM

problem.

The purpose of this study

First, the value of creative writing for the

child was investigated through a study of the literature on
this subject.

Second, the development of creative writing

in the second and third grades was given a detailed
ac~unting

on the basis of the writer's own work as a

teacher in these grades.
stressed:

Three phases were particularly

(1) the encouragement of children to explore and

develop a keen awareness of the world around them; (2) the
provision of opportunities and motivation for doing creative
writing; and (3) the evaluation of this writing in terms not
only of creativity but also of the development of practical
skills in self-expression.
II.
Creativity.

TERMS USED IN THE STUDY
Creativity requires the utilization of

past experiences to produce a new experience.
't;

f

}il.~lt

'.

origina~ity,
~,

~.,

,.....

,.1:,': ....;:' _'."..,,,

This involves

'

inventiveness, or the production of something

3

new that is one's own and unique.

Creativity is dependent

upon sensitivity to more than the obvious aspects of experiences, power of observation, depth of
and insight.

emot~onal

experience

Creative growth is slow and in school it

requires patience both on the part of the learner and on the
part of the teacher.

The most important aspect of this

creative process is not the end product itself--the poem,
story, play, music, work or art and the like; rather it is
the process of creating. 4
~

creative person.

The person with a creative mind,

according to Overstreet, is not content to sit and adjust
himself to the fixities of an av,erage life. 5 Through the
creative process, he is carried out of himself and is linked
to his 'fellows or to the materials in his environment which
he tries to shape to his purposes.

Every situation which

presents a problem is an invitation for him to create.
type of person can not possibly lead a "shut-in life."6

This
He

continually looks for something new, something better.
Creative writing.

Any expression which is an indi-

vidual's own is for him a creative one.

Therefore, it would

,
4AlbertRaUbenheimer, "Children and Creative Life , "
Recreation,XLVII (September, 1954), 395.
';}0,t:',:} (" ~.j

: . . '

•

'"',."", ~Harry Overstreet, About Outselves (New York:
W. W. No'rton and Company, 1927[, p. 209.,
"

•

eO:;,

Ibid.

4
seem evident that any writing into which an individual puts'
something of himself bears the marks of his own individuality
and can be considered creative.

Children of a very young age

may make their letters creative by decorating them.

Some

others may make school announcements and similar communications creative by combining words

a~d

illustrations to make

the idea to be conveyed more effective and understandable.
Strickland indicated that personal writing, "putting something of himself into it,"? is a form of creative writing.
that children enjoy at many levels in the elementary school.
McKee's concept of creative writing is found in this quota-

tion:
When a child writes creatively he expresses, in one
way or another, his feelings about or his intellectual
reactions to some experience he has had, to something
he has seen, heard, or otherwise come in contact with.
This expression of one's own personal reaction constitutes the quality of originality and it's sic original
because. no one other writer can produce·it. It is his
own contribution.
. 8
For the purposes of this paper personal writing has
been considered as one aspect of creative writing.
Sensitivity.

Sensitivity is related to perception.

Perception results when meanings have been attached to
'.'-'
?Ruth Strickland, ~ Language ~ in the Elementary
School. (J3oston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1951r;-p. 241 •
.'.: 1m 'C"l'i:'!gp, ~"Ul,:' ,McKee. Lan~age in the Elementar~ School (New
York :;IH~~J?~~on Mifflinompany, 19391, p. 20 •

5
sensations.

The more aware the individual becomes of the

stimuli within his environment and the more discriminating
he becomes in interpreting and understanding those stimuli,
the more sensitive he is.

Sensitivity, then, is described

as an awareness of stimuli and the discrimination used in
interpreting them. 9
Spontaneity.

Spontaneity as Russell defined it

refers to "acting in accordance with or resulting from a
natural feeling, impulse, or tendency, without any constraint, effort, or premeditation. nlO The word applies to
"that which is done so naturally that it seems to come without
prompting or premeditation."ll

In speaking of the sponta-

neity of children's thinking, he said:

A child's creative thinking ordinarily appears first
as an intrinsic part of his play and related activities.
• • • The child's first efforts in singing, drawing,
and building are.usually spontaneous accompaniments of
other activities. 1 2'
Moreno spoke of spontaneity as existing in four forms:
(1) the dramatic--which gives newness and life to feelings,
actions, and verbal utterances in the same way that a skilled

9Webste~'s New World Aictionary 2£ the English Lang (Cleveland and New York: The World Publishing Company,
3, p. 1322.

t9s
r'
.

;'h~,.i ;J.ODavid Russell Children's Thinking (New York:
Gin:n an9-:Company, 1956), p. 91.

-'

- ;: ollIbid.. '

l2_Ibid.

6

'.

actor gives newness and life to his lines; (2) the creative '
as in new works of art, new social and technological inventions; (3) the original--a free flow of expression which is
not completely creative but which is a "unique expansion or
variation from the cultural conserve as a model,,;13 and (4)
the adeguate--a response appropriate ,to the situation,
especially in timing. 14
Self-understanding.

Self-understanding is a composite

of thoughts and feelings which constitutes a person's awareness of his individual existence, his perception of what he
is, his realization of who he is, and his feelings about his
characteristics, qualities, and abilities.

The person's real

self is the "sum total of all that he can call his own.,,15
Insight.

Insight is "the ability to see and under-

stand clearly the inner nature of things.,,16

Insight was

used by Allport in reference to seeing and understanding
clearly the inner nature of oneself when he said, "Knowledge

13J. L. Moreno, "Spontaneity Theory in Its Relation
to Problems of Interpretation and Measurement," cited by
Russell, ££. ~., p. 317.
14Ibid.
15Arthur Jersild, Child Psychology (New York:
Pf'enticeHall;' 1954), p. 179.

~~G6rdon Allport, Personality (New York:
and Compa:~!.~;:~~.~?7),p. 221..
..

Henry Holt

7 .
of oneself is called insight."

17

He also referred to insight·

as meaning freedom from self-deception and as a thorough
acquaintance.

"Seeing into" any object or experience is a

. . h 18
term use d to d enote ~ns~g
t.

Originality.

Originality is one criterion for crea-

tive work which must represent the individual's own thoughts
and feelings as related to past experiences in his own life •
.Originality means inventiveness and the quality of being new
or novel •

19

..

l8lli£!.

£2.

£1&.,

p. 1031.

J

:!
I

f

CHAPTER II

[

Ii

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

J

Many authors have agreed that all children are
endowed with a capacity for being creative.

The capacity

may vary from a very small degree to a large degree.
Development of creative ability in a child, regardless of
the measure, is a normal and natural process.
in this field have assigned

specif~c

Authorities

values to creative

learning and creative writing.
I.

THE VALUES OF CREATIVE WRITING

Many teachers have reported a steady rise in children's'fears, insecurities, and tensions.

These emotions

have been derived at least in part from world-wide anxiety
and tensions as it filters down through parents and teachers
and through radio, motion pictures, press, and television.
To counterbalance these undesirable emotions, Witty suggested
opportunities for creative expression.

He stressed creative

writing especially for it contributes to desirable personality development and good mental health in children and
" , 1
y:outh.

,.,iL\t<"':h:>aul Witty, "Some Values of Creative Writing,"
El ementar~:l:,English, XXXIV (April, 1957), 139.

9
Much as the surrounding culture contributes to the
personality of the child, it is by no means the sole determinant.

Equally important, is what the individual himself

contributes to his own development.

It must also be remem-

bered that every child's continuing growth can best be fostered if he is helped to use fully his own innate capacities
at each of his levels of learning. 2
It is essential that teachers keep themselves aware
of the innate capacities of each child.

The good teacher is

sensitive to any little flutters of imagination.

He allows

and encourages the children, slow though it may be, to "work
our,n3 to solve, and to make decisions on their own about
everyday problems as they meet them in the classroom.
ardiza~ion,

Stand-

which may bring mechanical perfection of expres-

sion, is an effective way to dampen the spirit of creativity.
If

idea~

to be conveyed are respected, children will want to

use the mechanics which will best express their own ideas.
Forrest said that respect is established when the teacher
accepts freely and allows the children to share their writing
with one another. 4

'.

Ke0l!

2Claudia Lewis and Dorothy Stahl,
Your Children
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1 5 ), pp. 183-85 •

~·School
..,

\

3Vera,Forrest, "Helping Children Write," Elementary
English, XXVIII (November, 1951), 413.
,::';':_:~:',:;,
:, }"tIbid'

_.

10 .

Many authorities have considered the influence of
creative learning on personality to be of real importance.
Rasey emphasized this idea in her statement:

"The parent

and teacher strive to cultivate the preferences which will
help him to become ever more perfectly what he already has
the potential to be.,,5
Burrows suggested creative writing as a way of
helping to bring the child into a "better relationship with
his fellows and to a happier belief in himself.,,6
Mayer and Brower viewed creative situations as those
in which children learned early that their function in life
was not merely to exist but rather to contribute to life,
improve it, and make it more meaningful to others. 7 A summary of the same idea was found in Kilpatrick's words:
Our young people, if we can help them, shall see
more that makes them want to see more, shall see deeper
and further in a way that will make them free to want
to see still deeper and further, shall create so that
they shall wish to accomplish more and better. S

5Marie Rasey,· "The Best There Is in Them to Be,"
National Parent Teacher,.XXXIV (March, 1957), 23 •
. 6Alvina Burrows, "Children's Writings and Children's
Growth," Elementary English, XXVIII (April, 1951), 149. .
"'7Frederick Mayer and Frank E. Brower, Education for
Maturity (Washington, D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 1956r;p. 136•.
6

:ll.§:xr': : . ell

.' .

.

.

.".•...;;-.:.;.. .. Willia:m Heard Kilpatrick, A Reconstructed Theory of
~he Educ~tive Process (N~w Yo~k: ~ureau of PUblications,
eache;,~"eollege, Columbl.a Unl.versl.ty, 1935), p. 26.
~.

"

:

>

i ,.j,i",:'

.,~

'_,r, •

11

II.

CREATIVE WRITING AND TEACHER INSIGHT

The teacher is helped to understand her children and
their various needs through their creative writing.

Cole

has pointed out that feelings of inadequacy, need for greater
security, need for escape from life's difficulties, need for
the spirit of fun--all of these may be discovered about the
real "me" in the individual child's creative writing. 9
Cole recalled the writing of one little girl in her
classroom who said that "teachers try to put something in
your mind instead of letting it out.

They let it boil just

like a teakettle and don't take the lid off."

She suggested

that teachers let children take off the lid and write out
what they wish.

If it is to be read and shared--all right;

if the 'writing is to be read by the teacher only--all right. 10
Many authors shared this same idea.

Henderson, for

example,' said that there are many opportunities for the timid
or sensitive child to put himself down on paper and prove
himself.
inside.
me.

The child is

~aying,

"That is what I am deep down

Now I can see myself and you are beginning to see

This makes me feel good and now I'm beginning to see

you."ll

Thus the act of creating himself causes him also to

9
.,.
Natalie Cole , "Creative Writing as Therapy," ElementarI English, XXII (April, 1945), 124-26.
,.:.lOIb·-ld
. ~:-;':'~":<'_::"_::";;~~ .

"'~"'"

li~'

.

Richard L. Henderson, "Creativity for What," Educa. tional Leadership, XXXII (October, 1956), 46.

12
understand others.

DeJong asserted that it was next to

impossible for an adult to look down inside a child and see
what he was really like:
You cannot stare over an adult high fence--not even a
whitesashed, nine-foot, Mark Twain fence and get back
into the essence of childhood. When you do it from
memory, you remember the overtones and the externals,
the by-play and the by-products of growing up. The
memory plays so false; it distorts, exaggerates,
muddies. 12
.
A teacher can look down inside a child through creative
writing.

At the same time, he is able to communicate to

his pupils his attitude, his feelings, and his sincere
respect for the group and each individual by the way he
treats what is written.
The creative teacher knows that':,when social and material

t~ings

are right, the child is helped to grow into what

he is meant to be.

If the obstacles are many and great, he

may never have seen the full fruits af his labor.

Yet the

full life, the ideal life, the expansive life, the total
development of the personalities for all children, for himse If , f or

.

.'
soc~et y--~s

..'
wort h a l'~J:.et~me

0f

..
str~v~ng.

According to Lewis the teacher's primary

13

in~erest

should be in personality, her belief in life and in the
possibility of happiness for all individuals and groups.

. 12Meindert DeJong, "Newberry Award Acceptance Speech,"
The Horn(Book, XXXI (August, 1955), 241. .

'11~~~!~~~~~~,d
I'

l

Stffhl ,.2.£ • cit., p. 185.

13
There should be pictures in her mind of "what lies beyond,
of what would happen if • • • ,,14

Again the author was sug-

gesting that the teacher must have, as a basis, insight into
his children's minds and, that one path to such insight is
creative writing. 15

III.

CREATIVE WRITING DEVELOPS CONCEPTS
AND WORD CONSCIOUSNESS

Because children live in a world of their

O\VO,

they-

need and desire opportunities to use their growing vocabulary
to express themselves.

Schottman expressed the belief that

creative writing gives children the chance to use their
vocabularies and in so doing they desire new words.
opport~nities

These

to use their own vocabularies give them the

motivation needed to make it develop.

Children will search

for the,word which will help them say what they want to say
in the most effective way.

This search for new and better

ways of saying things results in a building of word consciousness and word concept. 16
The spontaneity and naturalness of pre-school age
children has been encouraged by some teachers.

It is a way

to develop in children the desire to-use their own indi-

l4Ibid • '

l6~homas

,

15ill,g .
Schottman,' "Encouraging the Growth of Vocab-

p.larYJ.~ E!ementary English, XXIX (October, 1952), 333-35.

!, ....'

'.

•

:~

14
vidual vocabularies to describe their feelings about classroom situations.

Moses told how one teacher used a conversa-

tion by kindergarten children during the process of decorating a Christmas tree to create a poem.
What We Want for Christmas
A sled that slides
A bike that rides
A train that runs and whistles
A wagon that rolls
Skiis with poles
Dolls to hug and cuddle
Cowboy boots; cowboy suits
Weaving sets and needles
A movie ring fit for a 'king
Cash register that jingles
Record player and records too
And anything else dear Santa Claus
We'll leave up to you.
Such experiences as these result in the development and
enlargement of word and idea concepts. l7
Lewis encouraged using the techniques of having children make stories of words such as:
The Story of Deep
Deep as a giant
Deep as sand in the ocean
Deep as from the sky down
She concluded that writing gives children the opportunities
to "cultivate a feeling for words • • • just the right word

17 .. ,'.

'

.
' "Edith Moses, "If They Have Poetry," Journal of Education, ';X;;~J{.JSeptember, 1950), 30-31.

to express what is wanted is one of the most important
phases of good writing. nl $
Creative writing, as discussed by Miel, is a valuable
medium to a child in aiding him to think more clearly and to
communicate more satisfactorily with others.
that something worthwhile to express

~elps

She specified

children to acquire

more easily correct sentence sense, correct usage of words,
and higher spelling standards. 19
IV.

CREATIVE WRITING AS THERAPY

For many children creative writing has served as a
refuge.

One of the greatest values of creative writing

according to Burrows was that of being able to project one's
feelin~s

into a form that would be understood by a sympathetic

reader or listener.

If allowed, adults can be placed in their

roles by the children as they are really seen and not as the
adults wish children to see them.

Thus children can get a
better perspective of others as well as of themselves. 20
When Cole verified the therapeutic value of creative
writing, she told about her experiences

~ith

a new fifth

1$Claud1a Lewis, "Deep as a Giant--An Experiment in
Children's Language," Journal 2£ Education, XIV (March 193$) ,
;314~15.
.
..... .... ,. .
"'-"

,,,"

'~

..

19A1ice Miel and others, "Fostering Creativity,"
Toward Better Teachiq&, Association for Supervision and CurricuIum".~evelopment (Washington, D.C.: National Education
As soc iati'E)n , 1949), p. 123.
I

.',U:;,:t~.20'B'/ ~f;L.; .

urrows, 2£.

~.,

p. 13$.

16
grade in using writing as a means of releasing life's shames
and embarrassments.

The effect upon the classroom of a

guilty member's restitution for some stolen money was the
subject.
righteous.

Some felt bad-,-the guilty ones; others felt selfThese writings were not shared with anyone unless

the writers so desired.

Their writings, however, gave them

a chance to think through their oWn difficulties and in so
doing each student was able to get a better perspective of
his whole self. 21
Writing as a way for the child to 'develop his individuality and integrity was discussed by Burrows.

She said

that the individual's creative writing helps to establish
himself against adult patterns and helps to relieve strain
and tensions. 22
According to Baker, children who have teachers they'
can trust with their innermost thoughts are able to release
,their feelings freely through creative writing.

The wise

teacher can use this inner power to guide her children into
channels that are productive and satisfying to the individual
child. 23

'21Nata11e Cole, "Creative Writing as Therapy,"
mentarx,English, XXII (April, 1945), 124-25.
"., '"

lli-

. 22Alvina Burrows , "Children's "Writings and Children's
Elementarx English, XXIVIII (April, 1951), 205. .

Gro~h1~

.. '. ,. ~,~~ra:~ce,sB?:ker, "Helping Children to Write Creatively,"
E04ementarIEnglish, XXIX (February, 1952), 93 •
.,.....
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V.

CREATIVE WRITING AND LITERATURE

The fact was established that young children have a
natural ability for fashioning their language into patterns
that show poetic imagery.

Children, as they become more

mature, grow more self-conscious and lose that natural rhythm
and flow of words. 24
Part of this was attributed to the fact that they may
have been hearing poetry and stories that were too complicated
for them.

They may feel, Baruch said, that their word pat-

terns which are right and picturesque for them are not the
kind which are accepted by adults.

In trying to find words

to please, many children become stiff and self-conscious in
their expressions. 25 This seems to indicate that stories
and poems for the most part should be chosen from the things
about which children themselves talk--the things they themselves see and do.
Creative writing can be developed and encouraged
through the appreciation of good literature.

According to

Baruch, the teaoher must be very discriminatory in her choice
of what is read to and shared with the children.

It should

be remembered that the very young child is interested in
24D.. aV.'i.d Russelll'Children's Thinking (New York:
Ginn and ~ompany J ,1956) , p. 317. '
??»orothyBaruch,'Parents and Children ~ to School
J~:~. ~;:I.o;-!t{;Scott.Foresman and ,Company J ·1939) J p.324.
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family life and the things that are very near to him in his '
environment.
;/

"

The teacher should, however, have a wide

acquaintance with children's literature and see that there
is plenty of time to share poetry and stories with the children.

Children should not be encouraged to believe that

their poetry should be patterned afte+ the ones they hear,
but they should have the opportunity to hear and learn to
appreciate literature as it has been written by some of the
well-known children's authors. 26
The motivation for any kind of creative writing comes
from many different types of experiences.

For some it has

been encouraged through story telling and the reading of
stories.
dren

It was Strickland's point of view that "some chil-

e~joy

stories and books so much that they want to pro-

duce something of their own.,,27

Miel supported this same

idea whe,n she said, "Exposure to poetry creates tolerance
for and a desire to write it.,,28
VI.

CREATIVE WRITING DEVELOPS SKILLS
NEEDED TO WRITE EFFECTIVELY

Farres pointed out that through individual diagnoses
Qf...papers in creative writing, the teacher has a basis for
r".,L(i!,<·~",

'26

:

'

,.~.,

p. 325.

:'I:,?7lti.,ehStrickland, TheLan~age Arts in the Elementary
.School (Boston: D. C. Hea~and ompan~95I)~. 250.
28Miel and others, 2£.

~.,

p. 128.
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better meeting the needs of the children in language arts.
The children are not made aware of the mistakes in their
creative writing, but the teacher learns of what skills need
further emphasis in more formal lessons. 29 Gunderson also
supported this view point.

She advocated that children's

free and spontaneous creative writings should be received
generously.
When we recognize that thoughts and ideas have even
greater value than correct spelling and usage we may
reconcile ourselves to accept children's things as they"
write them and base the training for correct usage
thereon.30
Creative writing develops a need for spelling, handwriting, and punctuation, and Cole stressed the importance
of teacher-pupil relationship in achieving skill in this
manner.,
• • • a teacher whose seeming joy was jumping all
over children's papers with punctuation marks as a means
of reminding her students of her superiority--an attitude which as the child matured has stifled that spontaneity and naturalness which is such a necessary characteristic of creative writing.31

,,29Herbert Farres, "Creative Writing Must Be Motivated,"
Elementary English, XXIX (October, 1952), 332.
I{:::, t " 30 "
. Agnes Gunderson, "When Seven Year Olds Write as They
.P~.:a~e, It Elementary English, XX (April, 1943), 150.

-,,", ' '-;31

' , " e , -,

,

•

'

(..J,oh..:':':Nat;~lie' Cole, Arts in ~ Classroom (New York:
,,~ ,..RPf\Y~\99p1pany" i 1940), p. 98.
.

;.'rJ.'

"
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VII.

ATMOSPHERE FOR CREATIVE WRITING

The teacher is the key figure in a creative classroom.
He must set the tone for the group--establish rapport between
the group and himself and among the members, of the group.
If this atmosphere is established, Hopkins said, it will pro.
vide a feeling of belongingness, wantedness, and security-all of which are essential for any normal self-development
and the basis for released control of internal environment.
Hopkins also said that atmosphere is affected more by the
teacher than by the pupils.

He listed the basic conditions

necessary to foster creative writing.
1. Remove all fears, threats, external demands from
authoritarian experiences which keep emotions high. They
are deep inside and must be brought out and reinter-

pr~:ted.

2. Locate new areas of need. Children learn to
improve their own behavior and understand themselves
better by studying their own needs.

3. Furnish classroom climate in which such creative
writing can be released, accepted, respected, and guided.

4. Encourage the child to understand his own creatiwe

process and accept the results of his behavior upon himself and others.J2

McKee regarded sympathy and patience as two attitudes
which should be exercised freely in a creative classroom.
He also stated that a necessary requirement for a creative

, >i

':32Thoma~ L.' Hopkins, ttC1assroom Climate Can Promote

Creativenes~," Educational Leadership, XIII (February, 1956),

279
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atmosphere is an adequate reading environment--time to be
read to and time to read. 33
Many of the authors have maintained that a growing
sensitivity to the world of things around children is desirable to foster creative writing.

The use of the sensory

organs as they are stimulated by the
ment was implied.

~hings

in their environ-

Treanor mentioned listening as a valuable

contribution to creative writing.

Although he indicated

that the sense of hearing may not be as important as some of
the other senses, it is of great importance to the personality of the writer.

Through listening, taking part in and

evaluating conversations and discussions, many new thoughts
develop.
to

He stated that a sympathetic listener is learning

deve~op

good human relationships.

A good listener dis-

covers many new interesting sounds about him and later is
able to'develop them into "delightful descriptives and
adjectives. ,,34
A creative atmosphere is difficult to establish and
difficult to describe.

In her description of a creative

atmosphere, Rogers said:
.

\
"..... .

• • • it is pervasive, free-floating in nature,
. emerging from a complex group of factors • • • it must

"."",., . , ,' , 33pa~l McKee, Language in the Elementar;y; School
(New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939), p. 209.

~.

; il~~t34JohhTreanor' f'Listen Before Writing," Elementary
English, XXX (April, i953), 207-209.
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be more than neutral; it must be positive.
comfortable yet mildly stimulating.35

It must be

Applegate described the creative school as the joyful
school.

Since creativity cleanses the irritations and wor-

ries from children's minds a "joyful room is apt to be a
creative one."36
-

The importance of a classroom atmosphere should not be
underestimated.

Its effect upon the behavior of children was

seen by Mearns when he said:
Children do behave naturally, we trust, in the presence of the influences that the schoo~ consciously brings
to bear; they are not aware usually that our direction
is important, but we are aware of it every moment.37

, 35Dorothy Rogers, "Teaching Children to Think Creatively," Peabody Journal of Education, XXIX (March, 1953),
268-69.
.'
'
36
'
Mauree Applegate, "And the Children Followed,n
Qhildhood Education, XXXIII (January, 1957), 198.

,.37..HU~es Mearns/· Crea1>ive Youth (New York:
P~ge,.,,~:nd:.,tg9mpany, 19261, p. 40.
.
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CHAPTER III
CLASSROOM SITUATIONS WHICH MOTIVATE CREATIVE WRITING
I.

A CREATIVE CLASSROOM ATMOSPHERE

Children in the primary grades referred to in this
study often expressed themselves

cre~tively

in writing.

The

writing was in the form of poetry; stories, or some type of
personal writing.

It seemed, however, that the naturalness

and spontaneity with which pre-school children speak was npt
present in the first creative writings of these primary
children.
The writer recalled some of the spontaneous verbal
reactions of pre-school children in their everyday living.
The f?llowing expressions from two-, three, four-, and fiveyear-olds were noted and recorded:
,A three-year-old child noticed her adult friend shiver

as the summer breeze grew chill.

The child said, "OhI

Look

at the shiver dots on your arm."
When three-year-old Cassie finished exploring a box of
old clothes in the garage, she came into the house chanting
as she trotted about with her sash and scarf draped about her:·
Look, I'm a queen 1
I'm a queen, I'm a queen 1
See me 1 See me 1
I'm a queenl I'm a queen!

) c(, A,two-year-old I s reaction to the snow as she watched
,.,

.,';

it fall was, "Look!

It's fuzzing outdoors 1 Fuzzy, fuzzy 1"
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David sat and listened when the wind stirred the
leaves.

He heard something unusual.

"Oh, listen!

His interpretation was,

The leaves are clapping their hands 1"

A five-year-old was 'preparing for outdoor playas she
watched from a window the falling snow.

She expressed her

feelings in these words:
Snow coming down.
Cars going by.
Snow falling on the cars.
Snow falling, 'TaIling on the trees.
Snow falling, falling on the ground.
Snow, snow falling allover every placet
I'm going outdoors to play!
These few expressions were heard as children were
observed in typical everyday living situations.

Spontaneity

appears to decrease in the expressions of children as they
grow qlder.

Many teachers are concerned about the stilted,

stereotyped way in which children express their reactions to
the happenings within their environment.

As children grow

older they seem to become increasingly conscious of their
fellows' opinions of them and more self critical of anything
they produce.

Yet originality, creativeness, and spontaneity,

are characteristic of young children.

Surely every effort

should be made in the classroom to see that these traits are
encouraged and motivated. l
.' ... .......'
'

.,_.~

... -...

IDavid Russell, Children's Thinking (Boston:
1956), p. 317.
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What natural abilities do children possess which

;j
j
)
',I

encourage growth in creative expression?
teacher discover these powers?

How does the

What can she do in the class-

room to provide opportunities whereby they may best grow and
develop?
In this study an effort was made to answer these
questions.

The right classroom atmosphere must be created

before children feel the desire to express themselves and
realize that they are free to do so.
One way to promote such an atmosphere is to bring into
the classroom many living examples of the world outside the
schoolroom.

The children in this study responded freely and

spontaneously to what they heard, what they saw, and what
they

t~sted,

touched, and smelled.

To the best of her ability the teacher encouraged a
wholesome freedom.

She tried to make each child feel that

he was liked and that his contributions were worthwhile.

As

a result, the children did express themselves freely and
creatively.

The felt need, as Hopkins put it, was their

right to share them and receive them, and the assurance that
their communication would be accepted. 2

2

Thomas L. Hopkins, nClassroom'Climate Can Promote

~g!~tive~essJt~ Educational Leadership, XIII (February, 1956),
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II.

MUSIC MOTIVATES CREATIVE WRITING

As Cole has suggested, music experiences were used to
develop the feeling of freedom, ease, and security.

Children

were especially responsive to the rhythm and tune, "Pop Goes
the Weasel,"3

They joined hands and went up and down to the
.
music pretending they were bouncing balls, first with the
middle of the body, then the knees, head, arms, and legs •
. As they gained a feeling of security, they began to combine
some of the movements, and finally individuals would leave
the group creating their own interpretations.

Words and

phrases were chanted throughout the room by various ones as
they danced.

"Pop, pop, Up, up, Down, down, Up and down, Up

and down, Down and Up, Down and up, over over, back and forth,
back and forth. 1t

A further feeling of satisfaction came when

the children saw their own words written on the board in
story form.
Pop,pop, pop, pop.
Down, down, down, down.
Up, up, up, up,
Up and down, and up and down.
Over, over, up and over.
Down and up and up and down.
Back and forth and back and forth.
Pop, pop, pop, pop.
Pop went the second grade!
T:heir interest. in and response to music grew.
~1'(lm1}.sicwere~'providedfor
!) -i:'t~,;An·~,'·"

;;!:'~r:l,

Various types

them, and the children interpreted

>

3Natalie Cole, Arts in the Classroom (New York:
JohnoDay Company, 1940r;-p"p.62-65.
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a selection as it appealed to their feelings.

Some state-

ments made as children reacted to the waltzes by Strauss
were recorded:
It makes me think of people being happy.
It makes me feel like I'm dancing.
It sounds like a cowboy sneaking up on me.
It makes me feel happy.
I feel like I'm dancing on·a cloud.
The children learned to express different moods as
they listened to music e.. One made a contrast between two
different kinds of music.

"Some ,music makes us feel happy

and gay; other music makes us think of mysterious things."
The

~

Gynt Suite provoked such descriptive words as

shivery, mysterious, scary, spooky, and nightmarish.

Inter-

pretative sentences such as these listed were made:
, It sounded like a whole lot of Indians sitting around
music and dancing.
It was a real dark night and Indians were beating
their drums.
It sounded like to me that ghosts were sneaking up
on me.
Ghosts, witches, and everything else were flying
around.
Somebody was in a cave and a great big monster was
out at me.

jumpin~

There

se~med

to be endless ways in which music could

be used to inspire the children to react.
{,(:

One second-grade

group, after having listened to the waltzes from Strauss,
't~/t>

:::'.

~': 1",:

:.

.

.

began ,to pick out parts of the music and relate them to the
.;~

(·;~::"':"'·.~.t

~.·"t_~:

seasons.

_.....

"

.

Finally there emerged a story of the seasons.

The

children had pretended that they were flowers when they
~

t
%
r~

'<

'I

interpreted the music in dance.

When they conversed with

one another as they danced, a story was born, "The Life of
the Flowers."
New life, as one concept of the significance of the

:1

Easter season had been discussed in the classroom.

That con-

cept was reflected in this story: '
The Life of the Flowers
Spring is here again. Where have the flowers been?
Why they have been asleep. Where have they been sleeping? They slept in the ground. Didn't they get cold?
No, -because they were covered up with ,a blanket. A
blanket? Who gave it to them? The sky did. Snow came
down from the sky and covered -them up. Snow? Did snow
keep them warm? Yes, snow didn't let them die. They
didn't freeze? '
, And then it began to get warm and warmer. What made
it warm? The sun? Yes, it was the sun. The flowers
started ,to come up again. They came up higher and
higher and higher. The wind and rain helped them to
come up faster and then the wind and rain made them
dance. They danced and danced and waved and waved and
waved. They danced and danced and waved and waved and
waved. Hi, hi t I saw you last year. (The flowers were
speaking to each other from their yards.) They laughed
and laughed when they looked at each other. They laughed.
the rest of the summer and then the cold snow came again
and they left.
Later the children presented a program to their
mothers based on the creative story •. They made costumes to
represent the sun, wind, rain, snow, and flowers.

A reader

y frrdL, ., ~~

was chosen. The rest of the pupils were dancers who inter;~; ';:~ ,:~~ }'}::.;. G c,;: .);
preted the story as it was read and the music played •
<',

. v·~:\

:L

. . 1

. " .

'!" ..; n.,(~t:t< () '1
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,
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III.

MOTIVATION THROUGH THE PERCEPTION OF SOUNDS

Music was not the only sound to which the children
became more sensitive.

The fire siren was a familiar sound,

but the children always reacted to it.

There were times

when a verbal response expressed the satisfying feeling
about the sound.

.

One child said,. "Something is going around

and around and around in my stomach and it goes up and up
and up."

Another child" said, nSomething is tickling right

up my backbone. 1t

'"

Words were not always an adequate release to the strong
feelings caused by the siren.
needed to respond.

Sometimes the Itwhole child"

The record, "The Fireman's Dance," fur-

nished the proper atmosphere for the children as they completed·their interpretation of the siren, a fire, and the
firemen.

It was a satisfying experience.

Other sounds to which second- and third-grade children
were alert were those which came from the railroad directly
behind the school.

The children were always excited when

they heard the train's first whistle, the starting and stopping, and the squeak of the brakes.

If they were out playing

when the train came by, the children followed along, talking
'.,./

~~,

the engineer as long as they could stay within the school

yard

limit~

When they peered out of the schoolroom window

at""a-'·passing train and even i f they expressed some sort of
".

i"r

,

~YEl:r;ba~~,:re',acti·onto

a neighbor , the teacher understood.
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There never seemed to be a time when the writer felt'
that it was wise to bring the creative desires of the children to an end abruptly.

However, there were occasions when

it seemed necessary to taper off the processes by allowing
the children to continue creative expression in a way in
which they were best equipped to do

~t

alone.

By these means and others the children were encouraged
to become more and more sensitive to the existing sounds
around them.

As they became more interested in the sounds,

they expressed their feelings and reactions creatively by
putting them into words of their own. 4
IV.

MOTIVATION THROUGH OTHER SENSES

Sounds and noises were fascinating to the children
and their responses in words and
and

or~ginal.

~ction

were both spontaneous

The children also expressed many ideas about

those things which they felt and touched, held, and examined
with their hands •. What does that smell remind me of?
the taste pleasant?

Is

Have I tasted something like it before?

Am I willing to taste something I'm not sure that I'll like?

Do I like the feel of this thing?
unpleasant.tothe touch?

Is' it pleasant or

Many such questions as these the

children found themselves answering.

4John Treanor, "Listen Before Writing," Elementary
English, XXX (April, 1953), 207-209.
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Experience with something they could not see created'
a strong need for the right descriptive word.

The second-

grade children had been talking about the foods that they
had never tast,ed or, in many cases, even seen.

When an egg-

plant was brought to school, the children agreed to tell as
much about it as they could without having seen it.
eyes were closed as they passed the vegetable around.
of the typical

descript~ons

Their
Some

were:

It's kind of heavy.
As.heavy as an apple, Bruce?
It's not as heavy as a big,big apple but its heavier
than a little bitty apple.
It's not as hard as an apple though. What if I would
smash·it?
Let me feel it. Oh it's long.
Is it flat, Gene?
.
No, it's long and round.
Is it long like a log?
No-po.
'Is it long and round like a pencil? (This question
was amusing to those who had felt it.)
Is it rough?
No, it's kind of soft and slick.
Oh, I think that it is big like a sweet potato, but
it is not hard like a sweet potato.
The color seemed to be the 'biggest surprise of all.
"It's purple 1" was almost a chorus.,
The eggplant served as a stimulation for a great many
creative activities.

After having felt it and talked about

'it, the children w~nted to see th~ inside; but they had many
inisgivingsabout .ta'sting it.

While the eggplant was being

French fried, the children expressed the opinion that it
should taste like French fried· potatoes because it looked

32
just like potatoes.

They discussed freely and spontaneously

their anticipations in tasting the eggplant.
the first to venture a taste?

Who would be

Would they like it?

How

would it taste?
Tasting new foods was not a new experience but tasting
food at school after they had felt it, talked about it, prepared it, and cooked it was a new 'experience.

Figure 1 shows

the wonder and curiosity experienced by the children as they
anticipated the taste.

Figure 1. "A Tasting Party." The children tasted
the eggplant which they prepared and cooked in school.
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The eggplant, the children decided, was smooth.

What

were some things that were rough, soft, hard, and the like?
They looked about them and described the textures of the
objects they saw.

Materials were brought to school and words

were found to describe the way they felt and looked, and the
way they looked as if they would feel.

Screen wire, sand-

paper, wood, stones, wallpaper, corks, bottle caps, strings,
and many other things

w~re

followed this activity with

brought to school.
furth~r

The children

exploration of the'feel

(

and look of things.

They took newsprint and laid it over

different textured objects indoors and outdoors--blackboards,
desk tops, floors, radiators, tree bark, screens, glass,
bricks, black-top playground, sidewalks and traced over it
with

~rayons

and chalk.

Such comparative descriptions as the ones listed
resulted from these experiences:
rough as the tree bark
soft like snow
soft like an eggplant; not soft like cotton
rough like Sandyts skirt
seedy ~ike the eggplant
the tickling black top
glass as slick as satin
icy glass
Some of the children used colored chalk to trace the
lines of the textures they saw.

Their color on top of color

and the different textures side by side created such beautiful
designs that the children were inspired to name the pictures
with such titles as:
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Storm in the Jungle
Fireworks
Cars Racing
Scarecrow
Fireworks Building
Spook House
Raking Leaves
Indian Trails

Blue Streak
Whirlpool
Giant Flower
Green Wood Valley
The Parade
Mixed-up Faces
Spiral

There were many other things which children saw every
.

day and to which they would react creatively if encouraged
and allowed to do so.

Snow, for instance, was a source of

pleasure for every child.
snow?

But had they ever really examined

Did they actually know that' snow was made up of fas-

cinating snowflakes of all sizes and shapes?

Did they know

that each tiny snowflake, if examined under a microscope,
had six points?
The first snow always meant great outdoor pleasure.
One day,when huge snowflakes began to fall, a child remarked,
;1

"Look at those big snowflakes."

The children went outdoors

and caught the falling snowflakes on a piece of black construction paper.

Upon their return to the classroom they

were eager to describe the special snowflakes which they had
caught.

Following is a

part~al

list of those descriptive

words:
What the Snowflakes Made Us Think of
silvery
starry
light
soft
twirling
dancing

zig-zagging
dancing and skipping
soft as cotton
cold as cold
silent, silent
white as cotton

j

,I
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whirling
sparking like diamonds
covers the ground

disappearing
It dodged our paper.
vmen it touched us
we didn't feel it.

Often when the children completed such lists as these,
they chose a title or heading for the work.

Sharing descrip-

tive phrases and ideas motivated the children to want to
express ideas and feelings in their own original ways.
Karlette, a child who was skilled in the art of communication spontaneously ended the discussion of snowflakes
with this poem.
Snowflakes
\Vhirling, twirling on the ground.
Bushes look like snowballs.
Whirling, twirling, falling,
Falling on the ground.
Pretty white snowflakes
Falling all around.
Later, another child wrote a story of snow.

The

story revealed her surprise at finding the snow when she
went out to see about her cat.
Snow
I put my cat out doors. Then my brother let her in.
I didn't know why my cat came in so I went out doors to
see why. It was snowing.
Figure 2, page 36, is the picture the child drew to
go with her story, "Snow."
On a crowded school ground, snow created problems
too.

One group of children found a solution to this problem.

Figure 2. An illustration for the story, "Snow," written
by a third-grade child.
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One child said, "We can't throw snowballs.

Let's make a

snowman out of snowballs."
Figure 3 shows the novel way in which the children
made snowmen.

The story, "Snow for the Children," originated

from this activity.
.

Snow for the Children
Snow is falling. It covers the houses. It covers
the ground. When it falls on the roof it makes the roof
white. Then it turns to water. Then the water falls
off the roof. Then it turns to frozen sticks which we
call icicles. Then the children go outdoors and play
in the snow. They make snowmen and snowballs on the
walls. But at Washington the children are told not to
make snowballs. That is all I wanted to tell you.

Figure 3. The children built snowmen on the schoolhouse wall with snowballs.
One group of children with limited language skill
showed creative abilities in planning, preparing, and financing informal refreshment parties.

During their planning and

sharing at these parties, conversations flowed freely.
Finally the children decided to prepare their own breakfasts

at school.

A simple story about each item on the menu was

constructed from their conversations as they prepared the
food.
Applesauce
What is applesauce? Applesauce is cooked apples.
Apples cooked just like mush. We peeled the apples.
Miss McIntire said we would pare the apples. Pare the
apples 1 Peel the apples 1 What difference does it make?
Applesauce 1
Oatmeai
I don't call it oatmeal. I call it rolled oats.
it is just the same as oatmeal.
I don't like oatmeal.
did not like oatmeal •

But

Miss McIntire said that she

., She told us that her mother used to put raisins in
oatmeal. So that's what we'll do.
Hot Chocolate
Hot chocolate 1 M-mmmmmm-M 1 Everybody likes hot
chocolate 1 I drink it every morning when it is cold.
"Do you like hot chocolate, Mary Ed?" uYes," said
Mary Ed.
The activity of preparing the breakfast showed some
of the spontaneity,enjoyment, and purpose of the children
who shared in the experience.

The joy felt in the actual

preparation of part of the. breakfast is seen in Figure 4,
page.39.

Making applesauce and hot chocolate was even more

satisfying than eating and drinking it •

..
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Figure 4. Two third-grade boys prepared hot chocolate
for the breakfast which the children ate in school. The girl
in the background served the applesauce.
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Such sensitive and timid children as Mary Ed gained
much in the freedom needed to develop creative writing.

When

she had finished her oatmeal, she leaned back in her seat
and said, "M-mmm 1 That was good 1"

She had seldom spoken so

spontaneously and seemed almost shocked at the sound of her
voice.

Experiences which provoked

nat~ral

and uninhibited

responses furnished the opportunity' timid children needed
to accustom themselves to expressing and hearing their own
thoughts. 5
When Mary Ed found that she expressed the feeling of
~

I
~J

many of her classmates, she gained confidence in and respect

for her own thoughts.

The teacher helped to promote favor-

~!
I

able group reaction by asking, "How many feel just like

;i

Mary Ed?"

~ j

i

~

[,~J

They all indicated their like feeling by rubbing

·1

their st9machs and saying, ttM-mmmmmmnunm-Ml"

That was goodt"

Such choral responses as these also gave the timid
children opportunities to express their thoughts with much
more feeling.
voices.

They gained security from their classmates'

By the time the children had finished discussing

their breakfast, the teacher had written some of their
expressions in story form on the board.

Figure 5, page 41,

shows the children just after they had finished eating
breakfast.
5Paul Witty, Reading in Modern Education (Boston:
D. C. Heath and Company, 1949T, p. 96.

·.

Figure 5. The children had finished eating the breakfast of oatmeal, applesauce, hot chocolate, and graham crackers which they prepared at school.
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The story "What a Good Breakfast" was created from the'
conversation which took place while the children ate.
~Vhat

a Good Breakfast

Applesauce
Oatmeal
Graham crackers
and hot chocolate!
M-mmmmmmmrnm-M 1

We were hungry 1
We had no breakfast at home.
Hrnmmm 1 That was funny 1
But we had breakfast here at school!
It was good too.
.
l\1-rnmrnmrnmmmm-M 1 It was good!
V.

vffiATHER MOTIVATES CREATIVE WRITING

Another-motivating influence for creative writing was
found ip the reactions to weather.

A change of any kind

always brought spontaneous responses.

Given a bit of encour-

agement,. some of the children put their reactions into creative written expression.
One spring day the children were rushed into the
school because of a sudden shower.

They had enjoyed the

hurrying and scurrying the rain had caused.

When they had

settled in their seats, they were asked, "Why did you run?"
At first the answers were quite practical.
said, "The rain told me to run. 1t

Then someone

One question led to an-

other and one answer aroused the stimulation needed to keep
the conversation going until a story developed.
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The Rain Ran Us In
Why did you run so fast?
The rain told me to run.
It said, "Run, run, run before I pour water on you.
It said, "I'll hi tyou 1 I' 11 hit you 1
Run, run, run," And I ran.
How many times did it hit you?
So many times I couldn't count.
Was the rain playing tag with you,. John?
It must have been.
The rain is trying to come in now.
Do you know how I can tell?
It's knocking on the windows.
To make further use of the enthusiasm for rain, the
teacher read the poem, "It's Raining," in which each verse
ends with the question, "Where would you like to be in the
rain?"
Many times interesting sights resulted from seasonal
changes.

The children were encouraged to react to them.

One day when fall color was high and the wind was blowing
intermittently, the children were encouraged to look and to
listen.

There were frequent showers of falling leaves.

The

children closed their eyes during one of the quiet spells
and listened until they heard the leaves falling.

They

opened their eyes and described what they saw and how they
felt about it.

Their descriptive phrases were printed on

the board as they expressed them:
happy and gay
colors are gay
rustling and hustling
unhappy and sad
falling, falling, falling
Flying through the air
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One child, then said, "Happy and gay when they are
dancing around."
Another replied, tfUnhappy and sad when they touch the
ground."
The increased sensitivity to the sights and sounds
involved in weather changes seemed to !>e reflected in the
children's writing throughout the year.
VI.

FRIENDLY ASSOCIATIONS MOTIVATE GREATIVE WRITING

Not all experiences which encouraged creative writing
were whole group affairs.

There were times when children

chose a few particularly congenial associates to work with,
think with, or just sit with •
.figure 6, page 45, shows children at work during a
".

free period.

They chose their activity and the friends with

whom they wished to work.

Some wished to work alone; others

chose to work in a group.
The children who were working on the mural, prepared
an outline to follow and gave the title, lfHe Passed Right
Over Washington School," to the picture.
Originality in any type of writing was encouraged.
An outline made by the children helped them to discover
another need for writing.
tive.

The outline itself was not crea-

However, the way in which it developed was.

The

children planned the procedure to follow in making the mural.

·.

Figure 6. The children were allowed to choose what they
wanted to do--talk a situation over, read, complete unfinished
work, or work out some common problem.
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After many group discussions, each member of the committee
knew his specific duty.
on paper.

Each one expressed his obligation

With the help of a committee member, the chairman

compiled the written contributions of the children in outline form.

The building of this outline was creative for

them because, as Strickland said, any writing which is the
individual's own is creative for him. 6
The children did not always desire to be in a large
group.

The few slow learners gained,much through the inter-

action of the whole group.

They also seemed to enjoy the

occasions which made it possible for

~

to be together.

The children in Figure 7, page 47, seemed to need that
sense of security which their similar language ability gave
them.

I
rl

j

The "comfortable yet mildly stimulatingn 7atmosphere

t
::et::t:::::t:::U;e::di: :

::::::O::O:i:::::::ed:::::::~ is

J represented in Figure 8, page 48.
~

¥

The letter was not given

to Becky but the fact that Sandy was motivated to write to
Becky from some inner desire is an important aspect of
creative writing.

6auth Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary
School (Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1951~p. 241.
7Dorothy Rogers, Mental Hegiene !n Elementary Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin ompany, 1957), p. 268.
____

·.

Figure 7. Children with similar language abilities sing
together, talk together, and write together.

·,

Figure 8. This letter was written following the group
activity shown in Figure 7.
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VII.

XPERIENCES WITH LITERATU

MOTIVAT

CREATIVE \VRITING

I

This section shows how literature was used to influence the children to write creatively.

Strickland's point

of view that stories and books make children wanb to create
something of their own was verified in the creative writing
which follows. S
The first is shown in Figure 9 and was Terry's response to the poem, "It's

Raining~"

and particularly to the

question, "What would you like to do in the rain?"
time Terry felt that he needed to dictate the story.

At this
Terry

might start and restart a story with the same phrase before
he really found the words he desired to tell his story.
Figure 9 one can detect this difficulty.

In

He began the story

•

Figure 9. A tory written by Terry in response to the
poem, "It's raining." He dictated the story to the teacher.
8strickland, £E. cit., p. 240.
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with, "Where I would like to be in the rain,u several times
before he actually discovered the words he needed to tell
his story.
Other children answered the question in the poem in
their own words and writing, thus:
"I'd like to be up on the tip-top of the Empire State
Building so that I would be the first to feel the rain.
Larry was very fond of planes and he said, "I'd like
to be in my jet bomber flying way above the clouds so
that I could look down on the rain."
Jerry who had wide reading experiences said, "I'd like
to be in the jungle. I'd find the highest tree and climb
up there with the monkeys. Then I'd watch all the other
animals run for their shelter."
Some of the stories which encouraged the children to
create original thoughts came from their basic readers.
After a.group of third graders read uLambkin's Hat," they
wrote and illustrated their own stories.

The stories were

compiled.in booklet form and the children gave the title,
"What a Hat,U to the book.
The significance of the two stories in Figures 10,
page 51, and 11, page 52, is the genuine spontaneity of the
creative work.
Figure 12, page 53, is an illustration for a story
made by a creative child after he had heard a classmate tell
the story, "Jack and the Beanstalk."

The importance of his

work lay in the fact that he felt the freedom to write a
story and illustrate it even though he was the only one who
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What a Hat 1

,>':~at

A

Jambk I'n's hat? I hope SD.
See the what in the
td Ie. Take ~ off Then
what do you hO ve ?
Con you

I

·1

II

"oj

:i

r

1

,~

Hat

Hot!

see

Lombk,'n'5 hat!

Figure 10. An original picture and story made by a
third-grade child after the story in the basic reader,
l!Lambkin I s Hat" was read.
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"'mat a Hat!

Doesn't Lambkin
have a bi 9 big bow!
It i5 pretty. Look!
t

-

----- -

-~

-

~

----~---

-

-

-

-~

-- - - - - -- -

~--

--

- ---

-~--

Figure 11. Another third-grade child's story and
picture following his reading of the story, "Lambkin's Hat,"
in his basic reader.
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chose to do so at that particular time.

Only the creator

knows when the time is ri ght for him to create.
The child dictated the story to his teacher.

As he

dictated he would point to each object or character in the
picture to which he was referring at the time.
More originality is seen in the . picture than in the
story.
This is the giant. This is Jack. This is the beanstalk. The giant don't see Jack and Jack sees the
giant. Here is the house. Thi~ is the mother calling
up to him to come down.

Figure 12 . The story and picture were made by a child
with very limited language skills after he had heard a
classmate tell the story of "Jack and the Beanstalk."
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A poem, "The Sugar Plum Tree,lf was read to the children when they were eager to decorate the Christmas tree at
school.

They liked the poem very much and conceived the

idea of decorating their tree as a sugar plum tree.

The two

poems were written shortly after tTThe Sugar Plum Tree" had
been read for the third or fourth

time~

Candy Lane
I went down candy lane
And saw a candy cat in a tree.
And a gingerbread dog below.
He said "Hellot! to me.
Then he said, "Bow-wow."
And made the cat jump here and there.
And made three candy canes fall.
And it was time to go home.
The Candy Cane
I was walking down the lane.
There I saw a candy cane.
It was awful pretty.
But I fell down and got it dirty.
And could not eat it.
I knew it had germs.
So I left it there for the worms!
Many stories and poems were read throughout the school
year about the seasons, the holidays, and any current interest the children might show.

Sometimes a poem could be

attributed to some particular piece of literature read to
the children.

Sometimes a creative writing could not be

considered to have been motivated by any

~

literary experi-

ence but was rather the culmination of such experiences.
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One boy was particularly responsive to nonsense poems.
He produced several.

Following are some of Bobby's non-

sensical verses.
An Old Lady
Once there was a lady.
She walked everyday it was shady.
And that wasn't very often.
She did it so-her feet would soften.
She had glasses and ~ purse.
She had some cards that were hers.
She had a lot of money.
With it she bought a lot of honey.
She also bought a lot of meat.
And carried it home in all the heat.
Then she bought a lot of cream.
Then she fell and ripped her seam.
Then she said, "When I get home I'll sew it t.ight,
Then maybe it will stay closed right."
Before she left she bought a chioken
And a dog that would bite when you say, lfSic 'em."
Then again she went outdoors
And on her feet there still were sores.
A Lady at a Store
I saw a lady at a store.
A yellow hat and dress she wore.
She wore some glasses that were hard.
And then she bought a pound of lard.
She bought some meat and then some butter.
But when she bought catsup,
I thought I'd shudder.
Then she went home and -so did I.
Then I didn't see her; I guess she's shy.
Once there was a dog; he ate like a hog.
The dog's name was Hippies; he was from the Mississippi's.
His girl friend lived next door.
Her name was Hurry; she was from Missouri.
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Cubby Bear Visits Wonderland was a book which all of
a group of children enjoyed both in the second and third
grades.

Several children had visited Yellowstone National

Park and knew just what Cubby and his mother meant when they
told of the sights and wonders they saw on their way from
the Tetons to Yellowstone.

In one of

~is

descriptions,

Cubby told how a water sprite waved her wand and painted the
canyons and made the

pool~.

The children in the classroom

pretended that they were the sprites and produced pictures
to show how they would make the canyons.

Some wrote short

stories to go with their pictures.
The sprite talked as she worked. She waved her wand
and said, "Morning Glory Pool,TI and there it was.
She said, TlColor the rocks, color the flowers, and
cut designs into the rocks," and the wand obeyed.
Figure 13, page 57 shows the picture the writer of
this story made as he pretended his crayon was his wand.
The book,
dren.

~

Hundred Dresses, was read to the chil-

They felt kindly and sympathetic toward the child in

the story who had one dress but claimed to have one hundred
lined up in her closet at home.

Actually she did have a

hundred dresses which she had drawn and colored.

One child

who showed an extreme sensitivity to the whole plot of the
story asked that the book be read again.
were read and reread.

Some parts of it

About this time a child wrote the

Easter story seen in Figure 14, page 58.
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Figure 13. An illustration to go with the creative
written response to a particular part of the book, Cubby
Bear Visits Wonderland.
Bobby was seemingly very critical of the personal
appearance of other children.

Yet such responses as these

gave his teacher and Bobby also, a chance to perceive other
thoughts which he might have.
In this chapter it was shown how children may be
given experiences which enrich their lives and lead to creative expression.

Just as it is necessary for children to

become sensitive to the things around them, so too, is it
true that the person-to-person contacts which children have
daily with each other may result in creative writing.
The children were encouraged to question, listen,
think, look, examine and discuss in respect to their varied

..

Figure 14. Bobby, a third-grade boy, wrote this story
in response to the book, One Hundred Dresses.
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experiences.

They were never encouraged to produce some-

thing just for the sake of producing.

The important learn-

ing from each experience was to take something from it
which would contribute to growth and development.
Finally creative classroom situations should, as
Harris suggested, provide opportunities for choosing.
I

Art, music, dancing, creative writing, dramatics,
and related arts must have a greater place in the curriculum of children •... Every child should have a chance
to explore a great variety of creative fields so that
no one of this generation grows to maturity without
some form of the urge to create. This is within us
all.9

! .

9Ben M. Har~is, "Education for Today and Tomorrow,"
Childhood Education, XXXIV (November, 1957J, 111.

CHAPTER IV
CHILDREN FULFILL THE URGE TO CREATE
The creative writing in this section grew out of all
the contributing experiences mentioned earlier.
writing as reproduced here shows how

cr~ative

The actual

written expres-

sion can be a continuing thing if (1) the child's own natural
potentials are allowed to ?evelop, (2) he is guided by a
teacher who respects his rights to use his potentials, and

(3) the child is given the experiences which are needed to
further enrich his particular background of experiences.
New experiences must be those which encourage the children
to want to find out more about known objects or situations
and to want to contribute to life as well as accept from it. l
The writer believed that this next group of poems resulted
from just such experiences.
The train trip taken by the second grades from all
over the town was one that furnished many opportunities for
oral expression, stories to be read, poems to be read and
shared, songs to be sung, and games to be played.

From this

varied background of experiences, each child wrote his own
poems.
Carol, a very sensitive child, wrote as if she were
speaking directly to the trains.

When she spoke of the train

. IHarry Overstreet, About Ourselves (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1927), p. 275.
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ride, she considered the trains to be alive.
Trains!

Trains!

Trains here! Trains there!
Trains everywhere 1
Oh trains! Oh trains!
Oh trains above,
Please take me for a ride.

The train trip
"Too-ooo-ooo!" Too-ooo-ooo!"
Went the train.
"Get off the track," said the engineer.
"Ding, dong," called the bell.
"We will have fun on the train trip.
The train will go fast."
Our Train Ride
The train trip will be fun for me.
We'll all call,
"Oh! Oh! Oh my gosh, oh gee 1"
The train is coming down the track!
I got my trains all in a sack.
The last poem was the spontaneous way in which Bobby
always expressed his thoughts--very rhythmically and freely.
The rest of the poems resulting from this one experience showed how easy it was for children to say what they
felt about the approaching trip.

They were not concerned

because their bit might be different from their friends.
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Each poem was respected by its own author and each author
respected the works of others.

The poems were put into a

booklet and shared by all.
Our Train Ride
We are going on a train rida.
We might sing Happy Birthday to
Our teacher is going with us.

Ji~ny.

Carol" and the Train
Hello, Nancy.
Toot I Toot I
Oh, here comes
Good- by Nancy I
Good-by Carol.
Good-by Nancy.

How are you?
Toot I
the train I
Be good I

On the Train
!
i

J
.1
'1

iI

:,

We see horses.
We see cows.
We hear noises on our train.
The cows say, "Moo."
The trains say, "Woo-woo-woo."

.:1

11

~1

;~

All Aboard
"Choo I Choo I" went the train.
After a longtime we came to a town.
"Here we are, Everybody out. n
There's the bus that's ready to take
Us back to school.
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The Choo Choo Train
I hear the train say, "Choo, choo, choo."
That's a noise the trains make
Sometimes the trains wake me up.
A Man on the Train
The train is flying down the track.
Oh there is Bobby on that train.
Oh, here comes a man.
Have you a t~cket?
Fall Poems QI Third-Grade Children
The children got some special pleasure from each season.

At the time when the following poems were written,

the thoughts flowed freely because of the increasing aware-

q ness and insight into the world about.

Part of the poems in

this group were group poems and others were written by
individuals.
Autumn
Autumn is gay l
We sing and we play.
We run in the leaves.
We store away food.
For winter will be here soon.
And at night we will go out and
Look at the moon.
--Group
When Dick wrote the poem, "I Walk," he had come to
school in the morning and said to the children, "The leaves
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sounded as if they were talking to me today."
asked, "What did they say?"

His teacher

He did not reply at the time

but later he showed the poem he wrote to describe his feelings.
I Walk
I walk in the leaves.
They say, "Walk, Walk, Walk, Walk,"
Ho! Ho! Ho! My how I loved it!
I wanted to walk more.
Sharing the poems created a desire in the others to
want to

v~ite

their reactions to their feelings about fall

leaves.
The Leaves

;.

,;

Red, yellow leaves falling all around in the fall.
Yes falling, falling, falling, falling all around.
I like to play in the leaves in the fall.
Down in the leaves I play with a ball.
My Yard Is Full of Pretty Leaves
My yard is full of pretty leaves.
I raked them all up.
Wonderful, wonderful leaves!
I think they are pretty, don't you?
Red, green, and yellow too.
Pretty, pretty leaves!
They fall all around.
They fall and fall,
Until they touch the ground.
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Halloween Poems £I Third-Grade Children
Halloween parades, parties, art activities, stories,
and poems were motivations for much creative writing about
that special day, Halloween.
Halloween
Oh Halloween night,
The moon is shining bright!
And you get a fright!
And on Halloween it is spooky!
Because the witch flys over your head
On a broomstick!
On Halloween night
By the street light
I see a terrible sight.
Halloween Night
vfuen its Halloween night
And the Candle light is bright,
I don't like to hear,
That the witches are so near!
Halloween night! Halloween night!
On scary Halloween night!
Ghosts go around and give us a fright.
Devils go around and try to scare you.
If they say they'll eat you,
Don't believe what they tell you!
Halloween
On Halloween night
In the moon light
A bat will fly around my house.
But if I saw a mouse
On my house
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I'd be scared stiff
On Halloween night 1
On Halloween Night
On Halloween night I stay in the house.
I sit in the corner where once lived a mouse!
The fireplace is burning so warm and so bright,
But I stay in the house on Hallpween night!
If I went outdoors and saw a black cat,
I'd run in the house and scat, scat, scat!
And that's why I sit by the fireside
So warm and so bri~ht and wait till the next night!
There was very little creative poetry about Thanksgiving written by the children in this study.
,

-'

,
--I

This might be

suggestive of the fact that a special time for creative writing can not necessarily be planned.

All children do not

feel creative desires at the same time; neither do they feel
creativ~

urges about the same situations.

The freedom to

create must permeate the classroom at all times.

The chil- .

dren must learn early that their writing will be accepted.
- They also should feel just as sure that they will not be
forced to create something about which they feel no interest.
Creative Poetry About Winter
The sight of the first snow always effected some kind
of reaction in children.

The feel of snow, fun in the snow,

and the inconveniences in transportation caused by snow were
things about which children expressed their feelings.
Experiences in the many activities which snow creates often

motivated them to write.

Pleasure and awareness of the

changes brought about by snow were reflected in the poems
written by third-grade children.
The Snow
The snow is deep.
The trees are asleep.
It is black and white.
The snow drops are falling.
The windows are all covered with snow!
Autumn is ready to go!
Cold Snow
Cold snow is here!
I like snow!
I love snow!
I like to play,
I like to slide too
In pretty snow,
Bright snow,
White snow,
Soft snow.
The Snow
The snow is falling.
It is fun to play in the snow.
The grasses are brown.
The trees are asleep.
No longer the bonfires through the town.
Snolr; Is Coming
Here comes the snow!
Here comes the snow!
All falling in a row!
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Snow Came Today
Snow, snow came today.
And don't go away!
The Snow
Snow is falling on roofs and houses,
Snow comes down on me!
Down, down comes the snow.
Snow is falling on the gardens and the trees.
The trees are asle~p.
Whirling Snowflakes
There whirling snow flakes
Flying from the sky.
They are'flying Zig-zag, zig-zag,
And the wind blows them allover town.
They cover the town.
Down! Down! Down!
The snow is deep; the trees are asleep!
The snow Covers the trees
With a white sheet!
The birds have gone south
Because it is snowing now!
Snow Is \lJhite
The snow is white and the trees are asleep
And the snow shows the way.
And the dark shadows of people are in the light.
The Trees Dresses
The trees have dresses of silver and white.
Trees are asleep and their branches are bright.
Houses are covered with snow and smoke is coming
Out of chimneys.
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Spring Poems Ql Third-Grade Children
Children loved the snow.

They were just as happy each

year when the spring season came.

The wind, the sun, the

greenery, and new life motivated the children to write creative thoughts about this season and its wonders.
The child who wrote the following poem came to school
one day excited because it was the first day for a long time
that the sun had shown so .brightly.

When he entered the

room, he said, ltThe sky's so light and the sun's so bright,
I just wonder if it will be a good day to play. n

The teacher

replied, "It looks as if it would, doesn't it?"
When Dick went out for recess, he laid a scrap of
paper on the teacher's desk on which these lines were written.
The Sky
The sky so light,
The sun so bright,
I wonder if it will be a good day to play.
If the sky is light,
And the sun is bright,
It ought to be a good day to play!
Dick read his poem to the class, and later JUdy wrote:
Six Boys and Girls
One, two, three, four, five, six girls.
One, two, three, four, five, six boys.
All playing!
All having fun!
A girl came; a ,girl went.
A boy came; a boy went.
All on a summer's day.
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Poetry about spring was contagious.

As the poems were '

read and shared, many children became inspired to write.
The sunshine between April showers made a child want
to express her preference for a sunny day.

She chose to

write her thoughts in a poetic form.
Go Rain--Com e Sun
Go rain 1
Come sun!
You take the rain.
I'll take the sun.
We'll be happy any way we go.

Figure 15. April showers and April sun motivated a
child to write and illustrate this poem.
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Spring and the Sun
Spring! Spring is here!
The trees are nodding
Their heads at me !
The sun draws near
And spring is here.
And the baby animals ring good cheer!
The Wind Family
The wind family has fun
The wind blows people's hats off their heads.
They blow people's hats until tqey are in threads.
One spring I was in a lane
Along came the March winds
And blew me into a puddle!
Spring time
It is the time of spring.
Hear the door bell ring 1
You can have fun in springl
Hear the robins singl
My Spring Poem
Spring is here 1
Baby animals are a sign of spring.
Door bells will ring!
Children will sing!
Spring Is Near
The apple blossoms are on the trees.
What beautiful sights they are to see.
Bright yellow, red, and white.
Blossoms on the trees to seel
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Birthday Poems
Birthday wishes were always pleasant to receive.

But

those original ones which were spontaneously written for a
particular child were most appreciated by the recipient.
Jimmie's Birthday
Today is Jimmie's birthday.
He is 9 years old.
I bet he feels bold
Or maybe he feels old.
I think he feels like ,a grandpa.
Happy Birthday to Dick
Happy birthday to Dick!
Birthdays are fun
They pop up like a gun!
Poems and Creative Prose About School and School Activities
A joyful school which provided many pleasant experiences--games, trips, and just comfortable working conditions
made the children want to write about the things they
~\

:1

t

cially enjoyed.

espe~

The teacher can never be sure of just what

a child might want to write about--school, a special game,
an activity, anyone of these might inspire a child or children to write.
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A Happy Place
School is a happy place!
Some of the girls wear dresses trimmed in lace.
Us boys wear blue jeans and prett~ shirts.
But if we fall down, oh it hurts!
It is fun to study in spelling.
If someone wants to see our room, we're willing!
Game Time
Everyday at noon time we go upstairs to play.
About a half of hour is how long we stay.
We play ball, heel and toe,
.
The reason we don't go out there's a lot of snow.
Today we played Ring Toss with a·lot of jar rings.
Then we played a game where everyone sings.
Carol wrote this bit of prose following a controversy
concerning a rope jumping .activity.
Do Your Part
Fighting and quarreling are not fun. Doing your part
is more fun. Why don't you try it some day? When you
are jumping rope is a good time. Don't forget what I
said and you will have fun.
A trip to the conservation park motivated Marcia to
write this poem.
The Wise Old Owl
The owl so wise, he never sighs.
He looks so proud at his little crowd!
He says, "Hoot-hoot~
But I say, "Cute, Cute!"
One day the children had enjoyed making paper mache
animals.

The animals had fallen into many unexpected shapes
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which aroused the children's sense of humor.

Bobby who

spoke and wrote fluently, composed the poem, "Giraffes,"
and read it to the children before the day ended •
•

Giraffes
Giraffes are tall and some are small-Only when they're babies.
But if they get a contageous disease
It's likely to be rabies.
We made some giraffes here at school.
We made some look hot; we made some look cool.
We made some with spots and sQme with stripes.
We made some wrong; we made some right.
Some shrank--I guess they were out in the rain.
One wouldn't stand up.
So we gave.it a cane!
He also made the following poem after the group of
children had experienced an especially satisfying game of
Kick Ball during recess.
A Poem
Today we played a game called Kick Ball.
We might have seen a squirrel gnaw.
But it's not quite time yet.
Probably in a hole is where they sit.
I got it higher than their waist one time.
That made a point for their side--not mine.
But they won.
Only if I would have had my gun,
I would have made them say we won.
Then I wouldn't have to use my gun.
(Ho! Ho!)
Examples of creative writing in this chapter were
presented to show that every child needs to develop and
foster the power of creative expression.

Every child is an
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individual, and he has something within himself to express
better than any other person.

If the child is given the

opportunity to express himself and the

~ge

to communicate

is strong enough, he will express his thoughts well.
tion behind is the joy felt in the power to create. 2
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2Leone Watson, "Self-Expression Through Language,tt
Elementary School Principal, XXXIV (April, 1954), 370-75.

CHAPTER V
EXPERIENCES IN CREATIVE EXPRESSION ENCOURAGE
GROWTH IN PERSONAL IvRITING
The personal writing referred to in this chapter
includes announcements, sentences, letters, stories about
incidences occuring in the classroom, and any other personal
writing the children felt_the desire to do.
Personal Writing

ill the Second and Third Grades

Children in the second grade used a combination of
ways to make their writing meaningful to the reader.

Because

of her limited spelling and writing ability, Connie employed
several means to make her idea understandable to the reader.
The first sentence as it should read is, "I am going to
twirl a baton. n

See Figure 16 on page 77.

Second grade children in this study enjoyed sharing
their experiences.

There were times when sharing had to be

channeled in ways other than through conversations.

Crea-

tive writing proved to be the outlet.
Limited writing skills did not inhibit these children's desire to express themselves in written thoughts.
When they discovered that help was offered those who needed
it, they wrote their thoughts as they felt the desire.

Then,

if necessary, the teacher helped them to make their writing
readable for sharing time.
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Typically, children of this age are self-centered and
their thoughts are likely to center around themselves and
their immediate home environment.

Just . as typical, is the

s pontaneous way in which second-grade children speak.

Figure 16. A page from a program booklet shows how
one child indicated her part in a program given for parents.
Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20 on pages 78, 79, and 80
are representative of these two characteristics in children
of this age.

Children only need the assurance that their

work will be accepted to keep the spontaneity and freshness
of childhood in their writing.

If encouraged, that character-

istic will become a natural part of written expression.
The sentences in these Figures were written because
the children had something they wanted to say but could not
find the opportunity to share it orally.

After they had
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written their thoughts, they were satisfied because they
knew there would be a later time when they could enjoy them
with the other children.
If a child is to be encouraged to want to write his
thoughts,.he must not be encumbered with standards set
beyond his reach.

David wrote just as-he would tell this

incident as is seen in Figure 20.
I saved a little
kitten from
drowning
That's what I
did.

Figure 17.
she had done.

Janis wrote about something special that
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Third grade children had become more efficient in the
skills necessary for written communication.

When they de-

sired to express personal thoughts in writing they were not

Figure 18. Terry, a second grade child wrote what he
did one week-end. He wrote because he wanted to do so. His
thought was immediately translated and written by the teacher
so that he could read it later on.

Figure 19. A more mature child in the second grade
used her imagination to tell what she could do.

So
so limited as they had been in the second grade.

So as

their interests broadened and as their desires to write
became more frequent, they were capable of putting their ;
thoughts on paper'more easily.

Figure 20. David, a second grade boy wrote about an
incident at home just as he would have told it.
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Figure 21 is Bobby 's response to his feelings after
the childr en had enjoyed a party which grew out of a classroom arithmetic experience.

The children had brought apples

to school so that they might divide them into fractional
parts.

The children decided as they were eating the apples,

that they were having an Arithmeti c Apple Party.

Figure 21. Bobby wrote this story from his own desire.
The children had eaten the apples which they had used to
develop an understanding of fractional parts. They called
it a party.
Jerry had decided that he would use his allowance to
begin his personal library.

Every so often he would tell of

the books which he wished to buy.

One day he gave a paper

to his teacher on which he had listed the books he wished to
buy next.

Figure 22 shows the way in which Jerry expressed

his desire for new books.

From the Figure the reader is

able to see evidence of the child's observation as to the
way in which names of books are written on library cards.

Figure 22 . Jerry, a third-grade child chose to write
about the next books he wished to buy with his allowance.
Sometimes children wanted to express some emotional
experience which only they knew about.

Tina described a

rainy day and how she felt about it as she started on her
way to school one morning.
A Rainy Day
I went out of the house this morning and it was cold
out. and also it was fogie. I almost step in a mud
puddle. and besides that this is where I almost landed.
Tina ended her story with a big splotch of blue which
was to represent the mud puddle into which she fell.
Another child expressed her feelings about what she
saw when she first got up in the morning .

The Excitement
One morning I woke up and saw people in raincoats
allover the place!
I Jampt out of bed!
I ran down the stairs!
And thar was my mother making some brade!
This child had learned to use the exclamation mark to
help convey the idea of excitement which she felt on that
particular morning.
Some children were still writing about things within
their immediate environment as Ella Mae did when she wrote
about her dog.

She could tell much more about her dog but

she still maintained that childhood simplicity, sincerity,
and spontaneity of expression.

She wrote about her dog:

Monday March 4, 1957
Ella'Mae Adams
The Dog

Letter Writing in the Second and Third Grades
Letter writing in the second grades was quite limited
and simple at first.

By the end of the year, however, the

children had grown in their ability to write.

They had more

to say and their letters were original.
Figures 23, 24 on page 85, and 25 on page 86 are letters which were written to the same boy about the same thing.
Although they were written by three different people about
the same incident, the letters were
tive.

~ll

original and crea-

Several different feelings were exhibited.

The chil-

dren enjoyed the experience about which they were writingi
they were concerned about the child who did not get to enjoy
the trip; and some felt keenly enough about a particular
part of the trip to want to tell about it in the letter.

Figure 23. Dick, a s~cond-grade child wrote to his
friend about the train trip which the children had taken.
Tim had been unable to go because of sickness.
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Helen was not expected to attain standards beyond her
capacity.

She was immature in many ways.

The combination

of skills which are necessary in letter writing were not
within her range of abilities.

However, spontaneity, sin-

cerity, and the desire to write were all a part of Helen.
The love she expressed for Tim was representative of the
feeling she had for everyone and everything.

Figure 24. Helen, a second grade girl wrote to Tim
about the train trip. She wrote as spontaneously and sincerely as she always spoke.
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Nelson had little trouble with his writing skills
which made letter writing easier for him.

The letter in

the Figure below shows that punctuation skills and sentencee
structure were still in the early stages.

It is, neverthe-

less, a good letter because it came from the heart of the
child.

Figure 25. Nelson, a second grade boy wrote to his
friend, Tim, about the train trip he had missed, just as it
would have been told.
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Letter writing in the third grade had developed far
beyond the second-grade level.

The skills had improved;

there were more opportunities for letter writing; and the
surest sign of growth lay in the fact that the children
desired to write the letters.

The examples of letters below

are proof that the children were still using their creative
abilities when they wrote.
Mrs. Kumpf was the art teacher and had a serious
operation during the school year.
children wrote letters to her.
dren's uncorrected letters.

For several months the

Adults enjoy receiving chil-

They are much more effective

as "get well" messages than commercial cards.
Dear Mrs. Kumpf,
We hop you are liking our get well cards for you.
We have a 'new music teacher. Dickie Dixon came to
my house Monday night. Dickie bought a motorcycle
cap from me. Dickie was so happy to get his hat.
Dickie has wanted the hat for a long time. Dickie
finally got his wish.
Your friend,
John Koch
Dear Mrs. Kumpf,
Your surpires is almost finished I think your
surpires will be fun to keep. Well if I don't stop
writing. I'll tell you what it is.
Margaret Sheridan

..

$$

Dear Mrs. Kumpf,
We had some tea.* We have a picture of Nigara falls
lit up at night and a picture of the painted desert.
The one I like best is Hollwood lit up at night.
Your friend,
Jerry Holderead

~:~ sassafras

The children were most happy when they discovered
the date of the janitor's birthday.

They wrote letters to

him and mailed them in complete secrecy.
about the birthday letters.

Everyone felt good

The janitor told the children

that he had received many birthday cards but none were as
nice as their letters.

He had spread them out on the din-

ing room table and had read them over and over again.

The

letters are written here just as the children wrote them.
Dear Mr. Musser,
These letters are yours so that it will make you
happy on your birthday. We are very glad you are
having your birthday. So keep your hopes up to the
moon. So you will be happy on your birthday.
( Your friend,
Tina May Linderman
Dear Mr. musser,
I have a pet and istes name is Lucky and I have some
fish
and a brother
•
Your friend Terry Feece
Dear Mr. Musser,
We all hope you have a very nice birthday. You
have been a very nice janitor ~ us. I hope you
have a very nice time this summer. Wow I guess I'm
changing the subject. There ~ a lot of birthdays

in March and April. Do you know something? Yesterday we went out doors and picked some crocuse.
And brought them in the house and they opened because it was warmer.
Dickie
Dixon
Dear Mr. Musser
I hope you will like my letter·
Happy Birthday Mr. Musser
I have a poem for you hear it ~
Boys like toys Men like pen
the end
Love Lawrence
There were numerous opportunities for group letter
writing in the third grade.

Figure 26, page 90, shows a let-

ter written to another third grade in Panama.

Motivation to

write this letter developed after the children were told of
some of the experiences their former kindergarten teacher
was having while teaching third grade in Panama.

Individual

correspondence among children in the two third grades grew
and developed throughout the year as the result of this one
group letter.
Children Develop at Their Own Rate in Personal Writing
Each child had his own rate of growth in writing as
well as in anything else.

For that reason presented in

Figures 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36 on the following
pages are creative personal writing from two different children.

Although growth was evident in each individual child's

.work, there was also much evidence that among the individuals

.
~,

"

90
there were large differences in the rate of growth.

Care-

ful observation
of their
papers, however, will show that each
.
.
child grew, grew regardless of how meager and limited his
language ability and skills were. 3

Figure 26. A group letter written by third-grade
children to a third grade in the Panama Canal Zone.

!n

~laudia Lewis and Dorothy tahl, Know Your Children
chool (New York: Macmillan Company, ~):-P7 184.
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Terry was referred to in the foregoing chapters.

His

writings usually included his mother, his brother, his dog,
Lucky, his grandparents, the horse, Prince, and any other
, pets he might acquire.

Sometimes he wrote with no help; at

other times he invited the help of his classmates;
other occasions he needed even more help.

on still

This happened

with the last creative writing he did in the third grade.
It was a response to an April Fool cake and he had far too
much to say even to attempt to write it himself.

He had

accepted his limitations and he knew that it was possible
for him to get help in writing when he needed it.

The story

appears as it was dictated to the teacher.
I had a surprise at school.
And then at first I thought that it was a real cake.
Then ,when John cut it there was a note in it.
Then us kids nad to eat the frosting.
I knew it was April Fools Day. I felt like telling
jokes.
Terry also dictated the letter in Figure 27.
to his former kindergarten teacher.

It was

He later copied this

letter, for when Miss Thomas knew him he could not write,
and he wanted to show her now that he could.
The letter in Figure 29, page 92, showed definite
signs of limited language ability.
com~ared
t •

.. ,

Nevertheless, if it is

with Terry's first creative writing shown in Figure

(

20, Ci'efinite 'grow'th can he seen •
.'
.,
Most of his creative'writing during Terry's fourth
, year in school was saved.

It showed growth in many areas,
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one of which was the desire to express himself adequately.
He developed some skills for writing, and spelling, and the
actual mechanics of penmanship improved.

The ability to

write more than one complete thought is seen in Figures 28,
29, 30, and 31, on pages 93 and 94.
I

His world of interest

continued to center around those people .and things in his
immediate home environment.

In Figure 33, page 96, he did

include a cousin with whom his associations were most infrequent.

Figure 27. A letter which Terry dictated and then
copied during the middle of his fourth year in school.
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Figure 28.
showed much love.

Terry's letter to his mother for whom he

Figure 29. Terry's creative sentence telling what
his mother can do. He usually found refuge in his mother.
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Twenty-one of the words which Terry used in his writings in Figures 28, 29, 30, and 31 were in his mastered
spelling list.

Other words which he used were seen in the

classroom on murals, chalkboard, charts, and the like.

If

Figure 30. Terry sometimes
of his pets.
Usually his dog was mentioned but the gold fish had just
been acquired.

Figure 31. One of Terry's last attempts in creative
letter writing in his fourth year in school.
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he did not know which word to choose, there was a willing
neighbor nearby who would help.

Terry's initiative was

used in many ways to produce the letter in Figure 31.

The

finished products was-'a measure of Terry's growth in many
of the skills necessary

fo~

written communication.

First,

he applied his writing and spelling skills to a life-like
situation.

Second, he used complete sentences to express

his thoughts something which he could not do in his early
states of writing.
Some children grew much more rapidly than Terry did.
However, they did not start at the same level as he.

One

child, who was endowed with a large degree of creative
ability wrote twenty-five poems during his third year in
school.

Very few children grew so fast.

Nevertheless

they all developed and found many opportunities to express
themselves in writing.

They were happy in their writing

because they knew that only what they could do would be
accepted and respected.
Margaret, an extremely sensitive child, had a wide
range of interests and wrote of many experiences.' Her first
creative writing was in the second grade and is shown in
Figure 32, page 96.

She thought that being double.jointed

was something peculiar to her.

She often did gymnastics,

the success of which she attributed to her doublejoints.
By the middle of her third year in school, Margaret
wrote about many of her interests and experiences.

Figure
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Figure 32. Margaret, a second-grade child wrote of
something special about herself.

(

%

~

f
~

f-

'.
Figure 33. Margaret, a third-grade child wrote about
a pleasant experience at home with her father.
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,

33 is representative of her spontaneous reaction to something pleasant that happened in her home.

She often found

the opportunity to tell of her experiences before she wrote
about them.
The story in Figure 34 shows Margaret's interest in
the multiple sensations of the wekther. - She first shared
the story orally with the group and later wrote it.

Figure 34. Margaret, a third-grade child, chose to
write about her bicycle ride in the snow.
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Birthday parties are always a pleasant experience for
children.

The pleasure of sharing a happy experience is

just as enjoyable as the actual experience.

Figure 35 is

the story Margaret wrote after having attended two birthday
parties in one week.

Figure 35. Margaret, a third-grade child desired to~
write about the two birthday parties which she attended one·
week end.
Margaret had found out that writing was fun.

Her

varied interests provided her with much motivation for
expressing herself.

Most of her motivation came from within.

The more Margaret wrote, the more she wanted to write.

She·

developed greatly in the skills of written communication,
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spelling, writing--both cursive and manuscript, sentence
structure, and punctuation.
The standards by which the work of Terry and Margaret
might be measured could not be a common one.

They each had

high standards of achievement for themselves, but their
capacities and achievement were definitely not the same.
The important fact is that they, as well as the rest of the
children grew.

Most children have something to say if there

is an interested teacher who will li$ten.
Discovering Basic Needs in Language
Skills Through Creative Writing
As the many Figures have indicated, writing provided
the means for discovering the basic needs in the language
skills.
pared.
not.

Lists of words from children's writings were preSome were in the basic spelling book; others were

But the word list was based on the ones the children

were actually using.
'1

Creative writing also gave the teacher an insight

I

'I into other language skills--writing mechanics, choice of

H

n words, sentence structure, punctuation, and the like.
,~.j

Les-

II
f sons based on these skills were provided Ior special con-

'i·

J

sideration on specific days.

It was apart from the actual

,'J;

it~

creative writing.

Quite often some of the children recog-

nized their own work and just as often they were able to
~

see and correct their own mistakes.

. '.

Never ~$~; .th.~··,. i"~~cher.
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use a red pencil to mark allover a child's paper to indicate mistakes made if it were his own creative work.
Children have always found it difficult to make the
right choice between two words which are spelled differently
but which have the same pronunciation.

The following twelve

sentences were taken from the children'·s own creative writings.

The children were to choose the correct word.

Sentences Taken from the Children's Creative Writing
1.

~

Last Thursday

there

!

was snow on the ground.

their

2•

the bus I
on for
almost fell down because the sidewalk was so slick.

3.

There are many pretty houses with snow upon

This morning when I was waiting

roofs.

il

'j

~~~

there

4.

J
!l 5.
i~

their

Christmas will soon be
It is deeper

6.
7.

$.

There
our
Then when
snow.

hear

it was yesterday.
then

.~

here

are

is

than
only 23 days until Christmas.

I got home our back yard was pretty with

When my brother and I were washing the

dishs dishes
I went outside and when I came in my brother said,
"Why did you throw snow on your head?"

9.

I

wear

where

hat and I

a coat.
where

wear
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10.

The snow is pretty

~

~__

then

when

it falls.

11.

We can slide all day in this kind of __~~
weather

12.

If we leave on our outside water faucet, it will freeze
and

~~~__
wheather

the waterpipes
brake

break

to

too

two

Sometimes when the children had poorly constructed
sentences in their creative writing, they could improve upon
them.

Lists of sentences were made from their original writ-

ings and the children would scrutinize them carefully and
with a great deal of interest.

They would discuss the sen-

tences which they believed needed to be improved.

Sometimes

they discovered sentences which they thought were well written and would read them aloud to the class.

Group work on

communication which was actually being used in the classroom
gave the children opportunity to help each other to overcome
some of the common errors which they made.
1.

We was looking around for stuff.

We seen some of those

black ants going into a red ant hole.
2.

Last night I was looking under some leaves and I saw
some real black bugs.

I think they were sow bugs.

3.

Me and Nelson we saw some red and black ants.

4.

Lawrence and I when we were out looking saw some spiders-saw some bugs.

5.

Last night when I was looking for some bugs in my back
yard my cousin came over.
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6.

I changed my clothes and went out in the back yard and
I saw a whole bunch of grasshoppers.

7.

My brother he wanted to come to school.

S.

I standed about twelve feet away from the man.

9.

When I wert up to the store a couple of nights ago, to
see about an English Racer, the man-said that it was for
older boys.

10.

We dug and dug and Phil came running back and forth.
At times the children wrote t4eir spelling words in

the form of a story.
in respect to this.

The teacher followed several principles
First, she allowed the children to be

original; second, she set high standards for skills to be
attained; third, she encouraged the children to set high
standards for themselves; and fourth, she provided a practical situation in which the children used their spelling,
sentence structure, and punctuation skills. 2
The story below was based on a list of spelling words
which was particularly conducive.to story writing.
The Kite
One day I went down town to buy myself a kite. I
brought my kite home. then I took it up to the top
of the high hill to fly it. I knew I needit wind to
fly my kite. I went Running around the top of the hill

2Natalie Cole, Arts in the Classroom (New York:
John Day and Company, 1940~p. 96.
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That day it seemed to be the nices day in spring. I
thought the kite looked like ~ airpalne. when it
started to come down, the string strted to grow short
while it landed.
There were other opportunities to use personal writing
as a method to develop word concepts.

Many times newly ac-

quired words did not fit readily into every child's use.

If

children were encouraged to express these words in an original thought, it was easier to help those who needed further
assistance in developing their concept.
Included in Figures 36, 37, 3$, and 39 are some

I

original sentences in which newly acquired words in a read-

'J

ing vocabulary were used.

i

cept each child had for the words.

:1

understanding of the meaning of the words; some had put a

i
11

They gave insight into the con-

vague idea; others had none.

Some had a very good

Future classroom procedure was

based on needs so revealed.

!

Sentence number four in Figure 36 which was continued
on the back of the page was, "My brothers sat patiently
while they waited in the Doctor's office.

My mother said

firmly, "Do not run around."
Figure 39, page 106, does not show Richard's last
two sentences in which he used the words patiently and firmly.

4.
5.

One day at the show I saw a man waiting patiently.
Instant jello pudding chills; then holds firmly
to the bowl.
Creative use of new words was what the teacher
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desired in order that she might gain real insight into individual children's understanding of words.

Figure 36. Word concepts represented in original
sentences written by
third grade child. Admire and bargains
were newly acquired words from reading vocabulary.
The many examples of personal writing in this chapter
grew out of the earlier opportunities these children had in
creative writing experiences.

Growth and development of

personal writing was evidenced in several different wasy:
1.

Children found many occasions which invited personal
writing.

2.

All children grew in the skills necessary for efficient writing.

3.

The skills grew from the desire from within to
want to write and want to write well.
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Figure 37. A third-grade boy's concept of the newly
acquired words, admire, bargains, patiently, and firmly.

Figure 38. Kaye, a third-grade child revealed her
concepts of the newly acquired words, admire, admiring, and
bargains in her original sentences.
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4.

Creative writing experiences had taught the children
that the first requisite for good writing was good
ideas, their own.

5.

Pride in their own work motivated the children to
want to master the skills necessary for effective
communication.

Figure 39. Richard's original sentenc~s using his
five newly acquired words in his reading vocabulary.
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The teacher used the children's own writing as a
guide to help her lead them to develop better techniques of
writing.

Craftsmanship in writing developed over a long

period of time.

The children were never urged to strive

for standards beyond their reach.

They

~

encouraged to

attain standards within their own capabilities.

CHAPTER VI
CREATIVE WRITING PROMOTES INSIGHT INTO BEHAVIOR
That children have a life outside of school is sometimes overlooked by teachers.

Likewise parents sometimes

overlook the fact that their children
of the home.

ha~e

a life outside

Through cooperation teachers and parents can

gain insight into this other life •
. An example of how insight into behavior was learned
both by parents and teachers was shown in this study.

One

second grade decided that they wanted to give a program for
their parents.

The entire program was creative and original.

The children prepared a program booklet for the parents and
used various means to convey the meaning of their individual
parts on paper.

It took a combination of art and writing to

get their concepts on paper so that they would be meaningful
to the readers.

Figure 50, page 109, shows the first four

pages from the program booklet which individual children
made.

Included in the booklet was a letter from the

teacher.

In the letter she stated some of the values that

she felt the children had gained from such
activity.

a creative

On page 110, is a copy of this letter as it

appeared in the program booklet.

~lro~

[.he

Second Grode

Fi gure 40 . Four pages from a pro gram booklet prepared
by second grade children. The creative writing was made more
meaningful by t he pictures on each page .

..
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Dear Parents,
I, too invite you to attend our program Thursday,
March 15, 1955. Please come at 9:30 A. M. and enjoy.
your children and their program.
A word of explanation:
The type of activity that you will see represents a
period of growth in your children's work during the
school year. They have seen each other's abilities as
well as their own. They have also discovered new
capabilities within themselves.
As a result, they have chosen from our year's
activities parts which they consider good enough
for their parents to see. They are proud of it-as they should be!
I, as their teacher, have seen many worth-while
things result from this work.
1 •. Your children are perfectly capable of thinking
for themselves.
2.

They have developed a sense of self-confidence-some to a greater degree than others.

3.

They have discovered that everyone has something
worthwhile to contribute.

4.

They have discovered that each one has a responsibility toward the other one.

5.

They are learning to judge their own work and
the work of others in a constructive way.
Sincerely yours~
Imogene McIntire

III

The parents were asked to respond to this program by
writing their reactions to it.

One mother had previously

mentioned that she had some apprehension about her daughter's
"egotistical air. tll She spent so much time before the mirror pretending and acting.

The mere fact that the daughter

watched. herself in her imaginative play had convinced the
mother that the child was too self-satisfied.

The mother's

attitude toward her daughter's behavior was somewhat changed
after the second grade program had been given.

The second

paragraph below was the reaction to the program by this
mother.
Written Reactions to the Program
The imagination and enthusiasm behind the program was
just wonderful. It was worth any parent's efforts to be
there that early in the morning.
I can't express in words how I enjoyed
I think it was a great experience for all
as a mother, found that my child has more
than I gave her credit for. I truly wish
another program before the school year is

the program.
children. I,
capabilities
you could have
over.

I enjoyed the program very much. I thought the children did wonderful for their ages. I also think it is
very good training for each one of them. It shows there
is quite a bit of talent in the second grade.
What a grand show of self-expression. It's amazing
how a group that big worked together so naturally.
Every child in the room seems to have so much talent

lA mother's description of her daughter's behavior
at play.
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and yet each one differs from the other. I think the
play was just great. I only wish I could have played
and worked so well when I was that age.
I enjoyed the program and believe that it should
help the children to think and do more for themselves.
It should make them try harder to develop their own
talents and give them more of an interest in school.
The program amazed me as they appeared less shy and
changed so quickly into their costumes.
The program this morning was more than just heartwarming. It was encouraging and inspiring. It has
been my feeling that drama and other means of selfexpression can't be started too soon in life. Often
a completely self-conscious child,will forget himself
while playing the role of someone else. And the more
a child uses unashamedly his abilities, large or small,
the better prepared he will be all his life to meet any
situation without being hampered by a feeling of incompetence.
It was good to see them appreciating each other's
efforts so much. They seemed to work together so well,
and there was no feeling that they were competing with
one another, but were having an awfully good time together. They certainly used their imagination in constructive thinking ways and that is good, n'est-cepas?
I think the children did very well putting on their
program--especially making up their dances, their conversations, making their own stage props, and last but
not least using their imagination. The children seemed
very happy and proud to be giving a program that they
had planned for their parents and other students.
Dear Second Graders,
Your play was a real success. I never knew that
children in the second grade had so much ability. I
know you all worked very hard on your play and I
enjoyed it very much. So did Jimmie's little brother.
Thank you,
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Dear Boys and Girls and Miss McIntire,
I enjoyed your play very much. You all did real well.
Each one knew what he was to do and when to do it. The
ones that remained behind the stage in different acts
were quiet and sitting down. Dougie whispered to me
that you were spooks. I said, "No.1t He said, "Yes
sir! They have no heads but I can see their feet." It
was very nice of you to usher us to our seats. You
just thought of everything.
Thank you,
Creative writing provided a better insight into
Becky's reading capacity.
tion in reading.

She was getting remedial instruc-

However, growth in her reading did not

seem to develop in the classroom.

She seemed to show an

interest in reading but it appeared that she was not getting
the kind of help that she needed to improve it.
tiveness, her

sequenc~

Her crea-

of thought, her sentence structure,

and the vocabulary she used in her personal writing made it
apparent that Becky had the ability to attain a higher level
in reading.
When she read her own creative stories and sentences,
it was discovered that she read With much expression and
very fluently.

Becky seemed to gain more respect for her

own capabilities when she discovered that the other children
listened and read her original stories with respect and
interest.

Discovery of her ability to express herself in

. writing seemed to give this child the self-confidence which
helped to make her feel that she could succeed in reading.
She was encouraged to write and share what she had written.
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Figure 41 is a story written by Becky.

Motivation

for the story was based on her basic list of spelling words
which were quite suggestive of a story.

The last sentence

which is not complete in the Figure was, Then I began running and my kite did not get caught.

•

Figure 41. A creative story written by Becky using
her third-grade list of basic spel~ing words as a means of
motivation. The story gave the teacher an insight into
Becky's reading ability.
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Situations similar to this did not necessarily originate in the classroom.

Creative writing did help to bring

such instances into the classroom whereby the teacher gained
insight into a child's behavior.
no close friends.

Karlette was a girl who had

Both her teacher and the grandmother with

whom Karlette lived were aware of this fact.
did not concern the child.

Seemingly it

Nevertheless, the following

story gave the teacher a much keener insight into how
Karlette might have felt about the situation.
The story, Jim and the Wagon, was patterned from one
in a basal reader but the last two sentences were the cHild's
original interpretation of Jim's feelings.

It seemed a

reasonable assumption that the ending of the story was
Karlette's feelings about her own situation.

Shortly before

the story was written, Karlette had refused to attend the
meetings of the Bluebirds in Campfire.
one will walk with me."

Her reason was, "No

She was made very happy when one

little girl volunteered to walk with her.
Jim and the Wagon
One day Jim was making a wagon. He hammered and
sawed and sawed and sawed until he was through. Then
he painted it. After he finished it and the paint had
dried he wanted somebody to ride in his new wagon.
So he said, "I will go and see if Ellen wants to
ride in my wagon."
He went down the road till he came to a big white
house. Ellen was sitting on the front step. Jim said,
"Do you want to go riding with me?ft
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Ellen said, "No I don't want to go riding in your
wagon."
Jim said, uThen I will go to Jane's house."
So Jim went over the hill to Jane's house.
Jane was sitting on the front step. Jim said,
"Do you want to go riding with me?"
Jane said, "I don't want to go riding with you. u
Jim said that he would get Dick. He was in the
yard. Jim said, "Do you want to go riding with me?"
Dick said, "I will go riding with you."
Jim said, IIOh Boy! I will never be lonely again!1I
Another influence felt from the creative situations
in the classroom was the bringing of a brother and sister to
a happier belief in themselves.

Their classmates developed

a better insight into the brother and sister's worth also.
During the school year a group of third-grade children was
building a log cabin in the school roqm.

Delbert and

Delores came to school and told of the cabin they were building

at home.

Their classmates expressed their interest and

suggested that everyone go see it.

The whole trip was an

experience which did much toward helping the two children
gain in self-realization.

The experience also helped the

other children develop a new respect for Delores and Delbert.
A picture of the log cabin built by the children at school
and the one built by Delores and Delbert were placed on the
bulletin board.
Motivation for Delores's first story, Mine and Delbert's House, developed from the experiences within this
, . entire situation.
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Mine and Delbert's House
We built this house. We made it out of old boards.
e had to pound and pound to get the nails in. My nails
bend. Delbert said, "Let me pound the nails, Delores."
The kids came to see our house. They liked it. They
wanted one too.
Delores later wrote the poem "Cold Snow" which was
seen in Chapter IV, page 67.
Figure 42 shows the picture taken of Delbert's and
Delores's house at the time it was visited by their classmates.

The picture was part of the motivation which in-

spired Delores to write her first story.

Figure 42. A picture of the house built by Delores
and Delbert which was displayed on the school room bulletin
board was part of the motivation Delores needed to write her
first story, "~1ine and Delbert's House."
In this chapter, the study showed that creative writing helped parents and teachers to understand their children
better by gaining an insight into their lives in and out of
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school.

Creative writing experiences helped the child to

discover a more complete picture of himself.

The experi-

ences helped each child to learn something about the other
, which developed a better understanding of the members within
the classroom.

When the teacher developed a better under-

standing of the behavior of her children, she could guide
them in discovering new things about themselves.

Likewise

parents through their children's creative work learned to
know their children better.
If a child is to grow into what he is meant to be,
•

he must have insight into his own behavior; other people,
classmates, teachers, and parents, must develop an insight
into his behavior.

Some authors have indicated that much

of the responsibility and perhaps most of the responsibility
for helping a child to grow into what he was meant to be lay
in the hands of the teachers.
The creative teacher knows that when social and
material conditions are right, the child is helped to
grow into what he is meant to be. She knows what the
right conditions are, and it is partly her job to help
parents and administrators to remove the obstacles which
are in the way.2
.

2Claudia Lewis and Dorothy Stahl, Know Your Children
in School (New York: Macmillan Company, 1954):-P7 185.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH
I.

SU~v~RY

AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the value of creative writing for children was investigated through a review of the literature on
creative written expression.

Also, creative writing by chil-

dren in the writer's own second and third grade classes was
discussed in detail.
I

In this discussion, consideration was

,I

given. to first, criteria for an atmosphere conducive to

I:1

.
.
crea t 1ve
wr1. t 1ng.

I

which motivated children to write were described.

1

Secon,
d many actua 1 c 1 assroom exper1ences
.

Third,

actual examples of the children's own creative writing were
presented which showed that the children not only expanded
their ability to write creatively but they also developed
more efficient use of skills in personal writing.
Many writers who are concerned with a creative
approach to learning and expression have agreed that (1) all
children are endowed with a certain capacity for creativity,
(2) creative learning is a natural and normal process, and

(3) children should be given the opportunity to develop
their natural powers, explore, discover, question, think,
\

1

and solve problems in order that they might learn to adjust
.,

~ }

and contribute to the changing world around them.

They have

stated that creative writing, one aspect of creative expres-

".
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sion, helps a child to develop his unique personality.

A

sympathetic, permissive, and encouraging atmosphere in which
rich and varied experiences are provided helps a child to
become aware through all his senses of his ever-enlarging
world.

He grows in understanding as he becomes acquainted

with his environment and has opportunities to examine,
interpret, and exert some control over the world about him.
Individual development and social growth are motivated by
enriched experiences, through group activity, sharing of
words, feelings, and by creative written expression of the
child's inner reactions to these external influences that
stimulate

him~

The attitude of the classroom teacher has much to do
with establishing an atmosphere in which there is found
motivation for creative work.

The classroom must be free

from pressure and fear of criticism.

The teacher must

respect each individual child and acc.ept generously any
creative work from each one.

The responsibility for enrich-

ing the children's background, for providing the necessary
physical, emotional, and social settings must be that of the
teacher.

His guidance and suggestions should be unobtrusive

but they must stimulate the children's thinking.
teacher must neither dictate nor dominate.

The

He must learn

with the children as he guides them.
Motivation for creative writing grows out of the
"j desire to express the inner satisfaction children find in
~

~
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experiences which arouse all the sensory perceptions, touch,
taste, sound, smell, and sight.

Opportunities for these

experiences will be found in all the language arts areas,
music, literature, art, drama, story telling, informal planning and

conversa~ions,

and many other situations.

In the writer's second and third. grade classes, quality of creative writing developed and the desire to write
grew when children shared their written products.
desire to communicate necessitated
words and thus vocabulary grew.

The

d~scriminating use

of

Search for the right word

to express the right thought helped to develop word concept.
Thus, growth in the specific skills in basic communication,
vocabulary, word concept, sentence structure, punctuation,
and spelling was evident.
Creative writing helped these children to develop
self-confidence.

They produced something that they were

proud of and their classmates respected and appreciated
their writing also.
Creative writing enabled these children to develop an
insight into their own behavior and that of others.

By

writing out their thoughts about themselves and others, they
were able to see personalities in an impersonal light.

The

children also discovered some of the limitations and capabilities in other persons, as well as in themselves.
Through the study it was found that the extremely
t
~

~

sensitive, timid, and disturbed child could find emotional
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release in creative writing.

Feelings released in writing

helped a child to organize himself and his impressions.
Finally it can be said that these values found in
creative writing experiences contributed to children's total
growth and development, social, psychological, and intellectual.

However, it was evident that the values were

derived from the creative processes themselves and not from
the finished products, stories, poems, or prose.

II.

SUGGESTED RESEARCH

Much has been written about the many areas of creative
learning.

However, scientific study of the subjective as-

pects of creative expression is difficult to

purs~e.

Con-

\

trolled research is rare.

Nevertheless, this study may

point the way to these possibilities for research in creative
learning.
1.

To what extent does creative learning contribute

to the growth and development of the self-concept in children?

Does creative learning help children to develop self-

understanding and greater insight and knowledge of their own
capabilities and limitations?
2.

What relationships exist between the creative

learning processes and transfer of learning?

To what extent

does creative learning add meaning to skills and knowledges
taught in the various subject fields?

Does creative effort
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help children to make more realistic and broader use of what
they have been taught in the language arts, arithmetic,
science, and social studies?

3.

How effective are creative writing experiences in

developing skills in written communication?

Teachers are

frequently disturbed about the lack of ability children
exhibit in the application of specific skills required to
write effectively.

More adequate methods of instruction

seem to be needed.

Would kind and number of experiences

in creative writing tend to increase efficiency in these
skills?
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